















In this paper, we investigate who bears the burden when writing off bad loans 
in Japan. Traditionally, Japanese main banks bore large burdens in saving their 
customers. We still find that some main banks bear a large burden in saving their 
customers. However, in most cases, main banks became very reluctant to bear large 
burdens when bailing out their customers. In the transition from the bank-based 
system to a market-based system, traditional implicit rules are collapsing dramatically. 
We suggest that companies supported by Industrial Revitalization Corporation of Japan 



































































































ࡁͷ௿໎ͷதͰɺୈ 3 ͷཧ༝ʹΑΔ࠴ݖ์غ͕૿Ճͨ͠ɻ 
 ຊߘͷޙ൒Ͱ͸ɺ࠷ۙͷ࠴ݖ์غࣄྫʹ͓͚ΔϝΠϯόϯΫͷ௒աෛ୲Λɺ࢈ۀ࠶ੜػ
ߏͷҊ݅ʹ͓͚Δ࠴ݖ์غͷࣄྫͱɺ1990 ೥୅લ൒ҎલʹߦΘΕͨ࠴ݖ์غࣄྫͱͷൺֱ
                                                  
1 ʮιϑτɾόδΣοτ໰୊ʯΛϦϨʔγϣϯγοϓɾόϯΩϯάͷ؍఺͔Β࿦ͨ͡΋ͷͱ
ͯ͠͸ɺͨͱ͑͹ɺBoot (2000)Λࢀরͷ͜ͱɻ·ͨɺ೔ຊʹ͓͍ͯʮιϑτɾόδΣοτ
໰୊ʯ͕ඇޮ཰ΛੜΈग़ͨ͠ͱ͢ΔέʔεɾελσΟʔͱͯ͠ɺFukuda and Koibuchi 
(2005)͕͋Δɻ1990 ೥୅Ҏ߱ͷ೔ຊͰ͸ɺۚ༥ػ͕ؔܦӦ࠶ݐͷݟࠐΈ͕๡͍͠ઌʹିग़
Λܧଓ·ͨ͸֦େ͢Δʮ௥͍ି͠ʯͷଘࡏ͕ࢦఠ͞Ε͍ͯΔʢͨͱ͑͹ᓎ઒(2002)ɺؔࠜɾ


































(1)  ̙ʼ X  ʼ L. 
 











Ίɺ࠴ݖऀ͸ AɺBɺC ͷ 3 ໊ͱ͠ɺ3 ໊ͷϓϨΠϠʔʹΑΔ೚ҙͷఏܞ S ʹରͯ͠ɺఏܞ
S ͷϝϯόʔ͕ճऩՄೳͳࢿۚΛಛੑؔ਺ v(S)Ͱද͢͜ͱʹ͠Α͏ɻ γϟʔϓϨΠ஋͸ɺ ࢀ
Ճ͢ΔՄೳੑͷ͋Δఏܞʹ͓͚Δ֤ϓϨΠϠʔͷݶքతߩݙ౓ͷՃॏฏۉʹΑͬͯ഑෼ֹ
ΛҰҙʹܾఆ͢Δ΋ͷͰ͋Δɻ࠴ݖऀ AɺBɺC ͷճऩֹΛͦΕͧΕ xAɺxBɺxCͱ͢Δͱɺ
γϟʔϓϨΠ஋͸ɺ 
 
xA = (1/3)[v(ABC) - v(BC)] + (1/6) [v(AB) - v(B)] + (1/6) [v(AC) - v(C)] + (1/3) v(A), 
xB = (1/3)[v(ABC) - v(AC)] + (1/6) [v(AB) - v(A)] + (1/6) [v(BC) - v(C)] + (1/3) v(B), 
xC = (1/3)[v(ABC) - v(AB)] + (1/6) [v(AC) - v(A)] + (1/6) [v(BC) - v(B)] + (1/3) v(C), 
 
ͱܭࢉͰ͖ɺxAɺxBɺxCͷ஋͸Ұҙʹܾఆ͞ΕΔɻ 
ҎԼͰ͸ɺ3 ਓͷ࠴ݖऀ AɺBɺC ͷ༥ࢿൺ཰ΛͦΕͧΕ  αɺβɺγʢͨͩ͠ɺα + β + γ = 1 
͓Αͼ  α ≥ β ≥ γ > 0ʣͱ͢Δɻ·ͨɺࣄۀΛதஅͨ͠ͱ͖ɺࣾձతͳਗ਼ࢉՁ஋͸ L Ͱ͋Δ
͕ɺେޱͷ࠴ݖऀ AʢϝΠϯόϯΫʣʹ͸໊੠Λࣦ͏͜ͱʹΑΔ௥Ճͷίετ R ͕͔͔Δ
΋ͷͱ͢Δɻ͜ͷͱ͖ɺ࠴ݖ์غ͕ߦΘΕͣࣄۀ͕தஅ͞Εͨ৔߹ɺ࠴ݖऀ AɺBɺC ͕ճ
ऩͰ͖Δֹۚ͸ɺα Lʵ̧ɺβ Lɺγ L ͱͳΔɻ͕ͨͬͯ͠ɺv(A) = α Lʵ̧ɺv(B) = β Lɺ
v(C) = γ L Ͱ͋ΔɻҰํɺ࠴ݖ์غ͕ߦΘΕɺࣄۀ͕ܧଓ͞Εͨ৔߹ʹ͸ɺ࠴ݖऀશମͱ͠
ͯ X ͷࢿ͕ۚճऩͰ͖Δɻ͕ͨͬͯ͠ɺ3 ໊શһ͕ఏܞͨ͠ͱ͖ͷճऩՄೳֹΛද͢ಛੑ
ؔ਺ v(ABC)  ͷ஋͸ X ͱͳΔɻ 
Ұൠʹɺ࠴ݖऀ͕෦෼తʹఏܞͨ͠ͱ͖ʹճऩՄೳͳՁ஋ v(AB)ɺv(AC)ɺv(BC)͸ɺෛ
࠴࢒ߴ̙΍֤࠴ݖऀͷ༥ࢿൺ཰αɺβɺγͷ஋ʹґଘ͢ΔɻҎԼͰ͸ɺ΋ͬͱ΋େޱͷ࠴ݖऀ
ͷෛ୲͕ॏ͘ͳΔέʔεͱͯ͠ɺα̙≥ β̙≥ γ̙> X ΛԾఆ͠ɺίΞ͓ΑͼγϟʔϓϨΠ஋
Λܭࢉ͢Δ͜ͱʹ͢Δɻ ͜ͷέʔεͰ͸ɺ ࣄۀΛܧଓͨ͠৔߹ͷظ଴ར५ͷׂҾݱࡏՁ஋ X
Ͱ͸΋ͬͱ΋࠴ݖֹ͕খ͍͞࠴ݖऀ C ͷෛ࠴Ͱ͑͞׬ࡁͰ͖ͳ͍ͷͰɺ͢΂ͯͷ࠴ݖऀ͕
ԿΒ͔ͷ࠴ݖ์غΛߦΘͳ͍ݶΓɺ༥ࢿઌاۀ͸ࣄۀΛܧଓͰ͖ͣɺ2 ਓͷ࠴ݖऀ͚ͩͷڠ
ௐ͸௥ՃతՁ஋ΛੜΈग़͞ͳ͍ɻ ͕ͨͬͯ͠ɺ v(AB) = (α+β) Lʵ̧ɺ v(AC) = (α+γ) Lʵ̧ɺ 6
v(BC) = (β+γ)L ͱͳΔɻ͜ͷͱ͖ɺ֤࠴ݖऀ͕ճऩͰ͖ΔγϟʔϓϨΠ஋͸ɺ 
 
xA = (1/3) X + [(2α-β-γ)/3] L - (2/3) R, 
xB = (1/3) X + [(2β-α-γ)/3] L +(1/3) R, 
xC = (1/3) X + [(2γ-α-β)/3] L +(1/3) R, 
 
ͱͳΔɻ؆୯ͳܭࢉʹΑͬͯɺX>L Ͱ͋ΔݶΓ,֤࠴ݖऀ͕ճऩͰ͖ΔγϟʔϓϨΠ஋͸ɺ





C ͷ౰ॳͷ༥ࢿֹʢ͢ͳΘͪɺିग़࠴ݖͷ฽Ձʣ͸ͦΕͧΕ 300, 180, 60 Ͱɺࣄۀܧଓͷ
ͨΊʹ͸૯ֹͰ 420 ͷ࠴ݖ์غ͕ඞཁͱͳΔɻ͜ͷέʔεʹ͍ͭͯγϟʔϓϨΠ஋Λܭࢉ
͢ΔͱɺAɺBɺC ͕ճऩͰ͖Δֹۚ͸ɺ46 - (2/3) Rɺ40 +(1/3) Rɺ34 +(1/3) R Ͱ͋Δɻ͜
ͷ݁Ռ͸ɺ ͔Γʹ࠴ݖऀ A ʹ௥Ճίετ͕ൃੜ͠ͳ͍ɺ ͢ͳΘͪɺ R=0 Ͱ͋ͬͨͱͯ͠΋ɺ
༥ࢿൺ཰ͷ؍఺͔ΒΈΔͱɺେޱͷ࠴ݖऀ A ͷෛ୲͕ॏ͘ɺখޱͷ࠴ݖऀͷෛ୲͕͍ܰ͜
ͱΛ͍ࣔͯ͠ΔɻR=0 ͷͱ͖ɺAɺBɺC ͷ࠴ݖ์غֹͷൺ཰͸͓͓Αͦ 9.8ɿ5.4ɿ̍Ͱ͋
Γɺ౰ॳͷ༥ࢿൺ཰̑ɿ̏ɿ̍ͱൺ΂ͨ৔߹ɺ࠴ݖऀ A ͱ B ͸༥ࢿൺ཰ͷ 2 ഒۙ͘ͷ௒ա
ෛ୲Λ௥͏͜ͱʹͳΔɻͨͩ͠ɺ͜ͷέʔεͰ͸ɺখޱͷ࠴ݖऀ C ͷ࠴ݖ์غൺ཰ʢ࠴ݖ
์غ૯ֹʹ઎ΊΔ֤࠴ݖऀͷ์غֹʣ΋ 0.43 ͱͳΓɺগͳ͔Β͵ෛ୲Λෛ͏͜ͱʹͳΔɻ 
 ͜Εʹରͯ͠ɺେޱͷ࠴ݖऀ A ͷ௒աෛ୲ൺ཰͸ɺR ͕େ͖͘ͳΔʹͭΕͯͲΜͲΜେ
͖͘ͳΔɻͨͱ͑͹ɺR= L=27 ͷͱ͖ɺAɺBɺC ͕ճऩͰ͖Δֹۚ͸ɺͦΕͧΕ 28ɺ49ɺ
43 ͱͳΔɻେޱͷ࠴ݖऀ A ͕ճऩͰ͖Δֹ͕ۚখޱͷ࠴ݖऀ͕ճऩͰ͖ΔֹۚΑΓ΋খ͞
͍ͱ͍͏ٯసݱ৅͕ੜ͍ͯ͡ΔɻAɺBɺC ͷ࠴ݖ์غֹͷൺ཰͸͓͓Αͦ 16.0ɿ7.7ɿ̍











1990 ೥୅຤͔Β 2000 ೥ॳ಄ʹ͔͚ͯͷ೔ຊܦࡁͰ͸ɺ༷ʑͳاۀͰա৒࠴຿໰୊͕ݦ
ࡏԽ͠ɺͦΕʹԠ༷ͯ͡ʑͳܗͰ࠴ݖ์غ͕ߦΘΕͨɻҎԼͰ͸ɺ෱ాɾޥᔹ(2004)ͷ݁Ռ
Λ֦ு͢Δ͜ͱʹΑͬͯɺ1999 ೥ 3 ݄ظ͔Β 2005 ೥ 3 ݄ظʹ͔͚ͯͷܾࢉظʹ͓͍ͯɺ
࠴ݖ์غ͕ߦΘΕͨࣄྫͷ͏ͪɺ༗Ձূ݊ใࠂॻɺσΟεΫϩʔδϟʔ৘ใɺ৽ฉใಓͳ
ͲʹΑͬͯऔҾۜߦʹΑΔ࠴ݖ์غֹͷৄࡉ͕൑໌ͨ͠೔ຊͷࣄۀձࣾʢۚ༥ۀΛআ͘ʣ ɺ



























                                                  
2  ຊߘͷ࠴ݖ์غࣄྫʹ͸ɺൺֱతେن໛ͳ࠴ݖ์غͱͯ͠ใಓ͞Εͨύείʢ99 ೥ 3 ݄
ظܾࢉʹ࠴຿໔আӹܭ্ʣ ɺࢢాʢಉ 02 ೥ 3 ݄ظʣ ɺ಺౻ʢಉ 04 ೥ 3 ݄ظʣͳͲͷࣄྫΛ
ؚΜͰ͍ͳ͍ɻ͜Ε͸ɺ͜ΕΒͷ࠴ݖ์غʹ͓͚ΔऔҾۚ༥ػؔͷෛ୲ׂ߹ͷৄࡉ͕ෆ໌

























































































ͬͨɻ·ͨɺ2 ౓ͷ࠴ݖ์غΛड͚ͨ۽୩૊͸ɺ1998 ೥ʹอূ࠴຿ 640,000 ඦສԁͷ࠴ݖ
์غΛड͚ͨඈౡݐઃͱͷ౷߹͕ܭը͞Εͨʢͨͩ͠ɺޙʹ౷߹ܭը͸ఫճʣ ɻ͞Βʹɺ੢









ߦͬͨશ 41 ࣾʢࢧԉܾఆɿ2003 ೥ 8 ݄ʙ2005 ೥ 2 ݄ʣͷ͏ͪɺσΟεΫϩʔδϟʔࢿྉ
͕ೖखͰ͖Δ 9 ࣾʹؔͯ͠ɺ࠴ݖ์غ͕ͲͷΑ͏ʹߦΘΕ͔ͨΛݕ౼͢Δɻද 5 ͸ɺ࢈ۀ
࠶ੜػߏࢧԉʹΑΔ࠴ݖ์غࣄྫʢ9 ࣾ 9 ࣄྫʣΛɺࣄྫ͝ͱͷ࢈ۀ࠶ੜػߏͷࢧԉܾఆ࣌
఺ʢٴͼ࠴ݖങऔܾఆ࣌఺ʣʹՃ͑ͯɺද̍Ͱࣔͨ͠ͷͱಉ༷ͷ߲໨ΛҰཡ͍ͯ͠Δʢ৘



















ͳ௒աෛ୲Λෛͬͨاۀʹ΋֘౰͍ͯͨ͠ɻ ʢ2006 ೥ 3 ݄ 31 ೔·Ͱʹ࠶ੜػߏͷࢧԉ͕ऴ




















                                                  





















Sheard (1994)ͷ෇࿦Ͱ͸ɺ1960 ೥୅൒͹ ʢ19 ࣄྫʣ ɺ1970 ೥୅൒͹ʙ1980 ೥୅൒͹ ʢ9





1985 ೥ʙ2001 ೥ʣͰ͸ɺۜߦͷҰൠاۀʹର͢Δ࠴ݖ์غ͸ɺ1985 ೥ʙ1994 ೥Ͱ 1987
೥ͷδϟύϯϥΠϯʢւӡʣͱ 1992 ೥ͷ෋࢜ڵ࢈ʢੴ༉Էʣͷ 2 ࣄྫ͔͠঺հ͞Ε͍ͯͳ








࠴ݖ์غෛ୲ൺ཰͕΄΅ 100ˋʹ͍ۙ͜ͱͰ͋Δɻ δϟύϯϥΠϯͷέʔεͰ͸೔ຊڵۀۜ 13
ߦ͕์غલ༥ࢿൺ཰͕ 24%͔͠ͳ͍ʹ΋͔͔ΘΒͣ࠴ݖ์غͷ 94%Λෛ୲͠ɺ෋࢜ڵ࢈ͷ
έʔεͰ͸౦ژۜߦ͕์غલ༥ࢿൺ཰͕ 28%͔͠ͳ͍ʹ΋͔͔ΘΒͣ࠴ݖ์غͷ 91%Λෛ











































































೥౓ͱҰக͍ͯ͠Δɻୠ͠ɺখചۀ 3 ࣾʢ੢෢ඦ՟ళɺμΠΤʔɺؠా԰ʣ ɺେژɺ۽୩૊







͜ͷ͜ͱΛ൓өͯ͠ɺ ʮ0 ظޙʯͷʢ࠴຿໔আӹ߇আޙʣ౰ظརӹʹ͸ɺ3 ࣄྫʢதԝ൘ࢴɾ
έϯ΢ουɾ௕୩޻ίʔϙϨʔγϣϯʢ2 ճ໨ʣ ʣΛআ͘શͯͷاۀͰڊֹͷ੺ࣈ͕ܭ্͞
Ε͍ͯΔɻ 




 ·ͨɺ ʮ1 ظޙʯͱʮ2 ظޙʯͷࡒ຿σʔλ͕ڞʹೖखՄೳͳશ 30 ࣄྫʹ஫໨͢ΔͱɺԷ
ചۀͱ੡଄ۀʹ͓͚ΔશͯͷࣄྫͰ࠴ݖ์غʮ1 ظޙʯͱʮ2 ظޙʯͷ 2 ܾࢉظ࿈ଓͰ౰ظ
རӹ͕ࠇࣈԽ͍ͯ͠Δʢ ʮ1 ظޙʯͱʮ2 ظޙʯͷ౰ظརӹͷฏۉ஋ʹ**ҹΛදࣔʣ ɻ͜Εʹ
ରͯ͠ɺݐઃۀ 15 ࣄྫͷ͏ͪ࠴ݖ์غޙ 2 ܾࢉظ࿈ଓͰ౰ظརӹ͕ࠇࣈͩͬͨͷ͸ɺ੨໦
ݐઃɺ۽୩૊ʢ2 ճ໨ʣ ɺ৽Ҫ૊ͷ 3 ࣄྫ͔͠ଘࡏ͠ͳ͍ɻಉ͘͡ɺෆಈ࢈ۀͱখചۀͷࣄ
ྫͰ͸ɺ ʮ1 ظޙʯʹ౰ظ੺ࣈͰ͋ͬͨࣄྫͰʮ2 ظޙʯʹ౰ظࠇࣈʹճ෮ͨ͠έʔε͕େ
൒Ͱ͋ͬͨ΋ͷͷɺ ࠴ݖ์غޙ 2 ܾࢉظ࿈ଓͰ౰ظརӹ͕ࠇࣈͩͬͨࣄྫ͸օແͰ͋ͬͨɻ
ݐઃۀʹ͓͍ͯ 2 ܾࢉظ࿈ଓͰ౰ظࠇࣈͰ͋ͬͨ੨໦ݐઃ͕௚ޙʹ๏త੔ཧʹҠߦ͠ɺ 2 ճ
໨ͷ࠴ݖ์غޙͷ۽୩૊͕ಉ͘͡࠴຿ͷגࣜԽΛड͚ͨඈౡݐઃͱͷ౷߹ʢޙʹఫճʣʹ
௥͍ࠐ·Εͨ͜ͱΛצҊ͢ΔͱɺҎ্ͷ݁Ռ͸ɺԷചۀͱ੡଄ۀͷࣄྫͷΈ͕ɺ࠴ݖ์غ
ʮ1 ظޙʯʹଓ͖ʮ2 ظޙʯ΋҆ఆతʹऩӹੑ͕վળͨ͜͠ͱΛ͍ࣔͯ͠Δɻ 










ද̒͸ɺ࢈ۀ࠶ੜػߏࢧԉશ 41 ࣾͷ͏ͪɺ2006 ೥ 3 ݄ 31 ೔·Ͱʹ࢈ۀ࠶ੜػߏͷอ༗
͢Δגࣜɾ࠴ݖͷৡ౉ٴͼ࠴ݖશֹͷหࡁडྖ͕׬ྃͨ͠ 24 ࣾΛର৅ʹ͍ͯ͠Δɻද̑Ͱ









λΠϗʔ޻ۀΛআ͘ 7 ࣾͷࣄྫͰɺ࠶ੜػߏʹΑΔങऔՁ֨͸ങऔ࠴ݖݩຊֹͷ 40ʙ60ˋ

























ूʱୈ 70 רୈ 2 ߸ɺpp.55-87ɻ 
খྛܚҰ࿠ɾ࠽ా༑ඒɾؔࠜහོ(2003)ɺ ʮ͍ΘΏΔʮ௥͍ି͠ʯʹ͍ͭͯʯ ɺ ʰۚ༥ݚڀʱ
ୈ 22 רୈ̍߸ɺpp.129-156ɻ 
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ώϡʔɾύτϦοΫฤஶʰ೔ຊͷϝΠϯόϯΫγεςϜʱ౦༸ܦࡁ৽ใࣾɺ1996 ೥ʣ ɽ  19
෇࿥̍: ࠴ݖ์غࣄྫʢ35 ࣾ 39 ࣄྫʣͷৄࡉ 
 
A.  ݐઃۀͷ࠴ݖ์غࣄྫʢ17 ࣾ 19 ࣄྫʣ 
 
A1.  ੨໦ݐઃʢ98 ೥ 10 ݄ɺ࠴ݖ์غ߹ҙɻ99 ೥ 3 ݄ظɺ࠴຿໔আӹܭ্ɻ࠴ݖ์غ૯ֹ 200,900 ඦສԁʣ 



































̍ɽ࠴ݖ์غʹΑΔ 204,911 ඦສԁʢ99 ೥ 3 ݄ظʣͷ࠴຿໔আӹ͕ɺ੨໦ݐઃ୯ମͷଛӹܭࢉॻʹܭ্͞Ε͍ͯΔɻද
தͷ࠴຿໔আ૯ֹ͓Αͼ֤ۚ༥ػؔͷෛ୲಺༁ʹ͍ͭͯ͸ɺ੨໦ݐઃͷਖ਼ࣜൃදʢ೔ܦ৽ฉ 98 ೥ 11 ݄ 19 ೔෇ʣʹڌ
Δɻ 
̎ɽ༥ࢿ࢒ߴ͸୹ظआೖۚͱ௕ظआೖۚͷ߹ܭɻۚ༥ػؔผͷ಺༁͸ɺ੨໦ݐઃ୯ମͷࡒ຿ॾදʢ99 ೥ 3 ݄ظ͓Αͼ
01 ೥ 3 ݄ظʣʹڌΔɻ 
 
 
A2ɽ৩࢈ॅ୐૬ޓʢ99 ೥ 3 ݄ɺ࠴ݖ์غ߹ҙɻ99 ೥ 3 ݄ظɺ࠴຿໔আӹܭ্ɻ࠴ݖ์غ૯ֹ 65,656 ඦສԁʣ 











































̍ɽ ࠴ݖ์غʹΑΔ 65,656 ඦສԁ ʢ99 ೥ 3 ݄ظʣ ͷ࠴຿໔আӹ͕ɺ ৩࢈ॅ୐૬ޓ୯ମͷଛӹܭࢉॻʹܭ্͞Ε͍ͯΔɻ
֤ۚ༥ػؔͷෛ୲಺༁ʹ͍ͭͯ͸ɺ৩࢈ॅ୐૬ޓ୯ମͷࡒ຿ॾද্ͷهࡌʹڌΔɻࡾ࿨ۜΑΓड͚ͨ࠴຿໔আ 60,358
ඦສԁ͸ɺظதʹ͓͚ΔआೖֹΛؚΉʢࡒ຿ॾදɾ୹ظआೖۚ໌ࡉཝʣ ɻ 
̎ɽ༥ࢿ࢒ߴ͸୹ظआೖۚͱ௕ظआೖۚͷ߹ܭɻۚ༥ػؔผͷ಺༁͸ɺ৩࢈ॅ୐૬ޓ୯ମͷࡒ຿ॾදʢ98 ೥ 3 ݄ظ͓Α
ͼ 99 ೥ 3 ݄ظʣʹڌΔɻ 
 
 























































̍ɽ࠴ݖ์غʹΑΔ 120,000 ඦສԁͷ࠴຿໔আӹ͕ɺϑδλ୯ମͷଛӹܭࢉॻʢ99 ೥ 3 ݄ظʣʹܭ্͞Ε͍ͯΔɻ֤ۚ
༥ػؔͷෛ୲಺༁ʹ͍ͭͯ͸ɺ͘͞Βۜͱ౦ւۜͷ࠷ऴൃදʢ೔ܦ৽ฉ 1999 ೥ 3 ݄ 31 ೔෇ʣʹڌΔɻ 
̎ɽ༥ࢿ࢒ߴ͸୹ظआೖۚͱ௕ظआೖۚͷ߹ܭɻۚ༥ػؔผͷ಺༁͸ɺϑδλ୯ମͷࡒ຿ॾදʢ98 ೥ 3 ݄ظ͓Αͼ 99
೥ 3 ݄ظʣʹڌΔɻ 
  20
 
A4ɽࠤ౻޻ۀʢ99 ೥ 5 ݄ɺ࠴ݖ์غ߹ҙɻ99 ೥ 3 ݄ظɺ࠴຿໔আӹܭ্ɻ࠴ݖ์غ૯ֹ 110,911 ඦສԁʣ 
 
ୈҰקۜ 




















































̍ɽ࠴ݖ์غʹΑΔ 110,911 ඦສԁͷ࠴຿໔আӹ͕ɺࠤ౻޻ۀ୯ମͷଛӹܭࢉॻʢ99 ೥ 3 ݄ظʣʹܭ্͞Ε͍ͯΔɻۚ





A5.  ௕୩޻ίʔϙϨʔγϣϯʢ1 ճ໨ʣ ʢ99 ೥ 5 ݄ɺ࠴ݖ์غ߹ҙɻ00 ೥ 3 ݄ظɾ01 ೥ 3 ݄ظɺ࠴຿໔আӹܭ্ɻ 













































̍ɽ࠴ݖ์غʹΑΔ 190,999 ඦສԁʢ00 ೥ 3 ݄ظʣͱ 163,590 ඦສԁͷ࠴຿໔আӹ͕ɺ௕୩޻ίʔϙϨʔγϣϯ୯ମͷ
ଛӹܭࢉॻʹܭ্͞Ε͍ͯΔɻ֤ۚ༥ػؔͷෛ୲಺༁ʹ͍ͭͯ͸ɺ௕୩޻ίʔϙϨʔγϣϯͷਖ਼ࣜൃදʢ೔ܦ৽ฉ 1999
೥ 5 ݄ 22 ೔෇ʣʹج͖ͮɺओྗ 3 ߦ߹ܭͷ࠴ݖ์غෛ୲ൺ཰(51%)Λɺ̏ߦͷ์غલ༥ࢿൺ཰ʹΑͬͯൺྫ഑෼ͨ͠਺
஋Λओྗ 3 ߦݸผͷ࠴ݖ์غෛ୲ൺ཰ͱͨ͠ʢ਺ࣈͷԣʹ*ҹ͕͍͍ͭͯΔ΋ͷ͸ਪܭ஋ʣ ɻ 
̎ɽ༥ࢿ࢒ߴ͸୹ظआೖۚͱ௕ظआೖۚͷ߹ܭɻۚ༥ػؔผͷ಺༁͸ɺ௕୩޻ίʔϙϨʔγϣϯ୯ମͷࡒ຿ॾදʢ99 ೥
3 ݄ظ͓Αͼ 01 ೥ 3 ݄ظʣʹڌΔɻಉࣾ͸ɺ ʮ৽࠶ݐܭըʯʹج͖ͮɺܭըର৅ؔ܎ձࣾ 12 ࣾͷआೖۚʹ͍ͭͯɺ99
೥ 6 ݄ʹ࠴຿Ҿड౳Λߦͬͨʢ00 ೥ 3 ݄ظିआରরද஫هʣ ɻ 
 
 
A6ɽϋβϚʢ00 ೥ 9 ݄ɺ࠴ݖ์غ߹ҙɻ01 ೥ 3 ݄ظɺ࠴຿໔আӹܭ্ɻ࠴ݖ์غ૯ֹ 104,990 ඦສԁʣ 




















































̍ɽ࠴ݖ์غʹΑΔ 104,990 ඦສԁͷ࠴຿໔আӹ͕ɺϋβϚ୯ମͷଛӹܭࢉॻʢ01 ೥ 3 ݄ظʣʹܭ্͞Ε͍ͯΔɻ֤ۚ
༥ػؔͷෛ୲಺༁ʹ͍ͭͯ͸ɺϋβϚͷਖ਼ࣜൃදʢ೔ܦ৽ฉ 2000 ೥ 9 ݄ 27 ೔෇ʣʹڌΔɻ 
̎ɽ༥ࢿ࢒ߴ͸ɺϋβϚ୯ମͷିआରরදʹهࡌ͞Ε͍ͯΔ୹ظआೖۚͱ௕ظआೖۚͷ߹ܭɻۚ༥ػؔผͷ಺༁͸आೖ
ۚ಺༁ʢ00 ೥ 3 ݄ظ͓Αͼ 01 ೥ 3 ݄ظʣʹڌΔɻ  21
 
A7.  େ຤ݐઃʢ00 ೥ 11 ݄ɺ࠴ݖ์غ߹ҙɻ01 ೥ 3 ݄ظɺ࠴຿໔আӹܭ্ɻ࠴ݖ์غ૯ֹ 70,472 ඦສԁʣ 



































̍ɽ࠴ݖ์غʹΑΔ 70,472 ඦສԁͷ࠴຿໔আӹ͕ɺେ຤ݐઃ୯ମͷଛӹܭࢉॻʢ01 ೥ 3 ݄ظʣʹܭ্͞Ε͍ͯΔɻ֤
ۚ༥ػؔͷෛ୲಺༁ʹ͍ͭͯ͸ɺେ຤ݐઃͷਖ਼ࣜൃදʢ೔ܦ৽ฉ 00 ೥ 10 ݄ 3 ೔෇ɾ11 ݄ 23 ೔෇ʣʹڌΔɻ 
̎ɽ༥ࢿ࢒ߴ͸୹ظआೖۚͱ௕ظआೖۚͷ߹ܭɻۚ༥ػؔผͷ಺༁͸ɺେ຤ݐઃ୯ମͷࡒ຿ॾදʢ00 ೥ 3 ݄ظ͓Αͼ
01 ೥ 3 ݄ظʣʹڌΔɻ 
 
 
A8ɽ۽୩૊ʢ1 ճ໨ʣ ʢ00 ೥ 12 ݄ɺ࠴ݖ์غ߹ҙɻ01 ೥ 3 ݄ظɺ࠴຿໔আӹܭ্ɻ࠴ݖ์غ૯ֹ 430,000 ඦສԁʣ 



































̍ɽ࠴ݖ์غʹΑΔ 430,000 ඦສԁͷ࠴຿໔আӹ͕ɺ۽୩૊୯ମͷଛӹܭࢉॻʢ01 ೥ 3 ݄ظʣʹܭ্͞Ε͍ͯΔɻ͜ͷ
࠴຿໔আӹܭ্ֹʹ͸ɺ ओཁऔҾۚ༥ػؔΛҾड͚खͱ͢Δ߹ܭ 20,000 ඦສԁͷୈࡾऀׂ౰૿ࢿ͸ؚ·Ε͍ͯͳ͍ɻ֤
ۚ༥ػؔͷෛ୲಺༁ʹ͍ͭͯ͸ɺ۽୩૊ͷਖ਼ࣜൃදʢ೔ܦ৽ฉ 2001 ೥ 2 ݄ 10 ೔෇ʣʹڌΔɻ 
̎ɽ༥ࢿ࢒ߴ͸ɺ۽୩૊୯ମͷିआରরදʹهࡌ͞Ε͍ͯΔ୹ظआೖۚͱ௕ظआೖۚͷ߹ܭɻۚ༥ػؔผͷ಺༁͸आೖ
ۚ಺༁ʢ00 ೥ 3 ݄ظ͓Αͼ 01 ೥ 3 ݄ظʣʹڌΔɻ 
 
 





























































̍ɽ࠴ݖ์غʹΑΔ 141,967 ඦສԁͷ࠴຿໔আӹ͕ɺࡾҪݐઃ୯ମͷଛӹܭࢉॻʢ01 ೥ 3 ݄ظʣʹܭ্͞Ε͍ͯΔɻ֤
ۚ༥ػؔͷෛ୲಺༁ʹ͍ͭͯ͸ɺࡾҪॅ༑ݐઃͷϗʔϜϖʔδʢ2001 ೥ 3 ݄ 29 ೔෇ʣʹڌΔɻ 
̎ɽ༥ࢿ࢒ߴ͸ɺࡾҪݐઃ୯ମͷିआରরදʹهࡌ͞Ε͍ͯΔ୹ظआೖۚͱ௕ظआೖۚͷ߹ܭɻۚ༥ػؔผͷ಺༁͸आ
ೖۚ಺༁ʢ00 ೥ 3 ݄ظ͓Αͼ 01 ೥ 3 ݄ظʣʹڌΔɻ  22
 
A10.  ௕୩޻ίʔϙϨʔγϣϯʢ2 ճ໨ʣ  ʢ2002 ೥ 2 ݄ɺ࠴຿ͷגࣜԽ߹ҙɻ02 ೥ 9 ݄ɺ࠴຿ͷגࣜԽ࣮ࢪɻ 








ʢ3 Ґɾओ ྗ ʣ
ࡾҪॅ༑ۜ
ʢ4 Ґʣ 











































̍ɽ150,000 ඦສԁͷ࠴຿ͷגࣜԽ͕ 2002 ೥ 2 ݄ʹ߹ҙʢ೔ܦ৽ฉ 2 ݄ 22 ೔෇ʣ͞Εɺ2002 ೥ 9 ݄ 27 ೔ʹओྗ 3 ߦ
ͷିग़࠴ݖΛݱ෺ग़ࢿ͢Δୈࡾׂࣾ౰૿ࢿʢී௨ג 7,200 ඦສԁɾ༏ઌג 142,800 ඦສԁʣ͕࣮ࢪ͞Εͨʢ03 ೥ 3 ݄ظ
ࡒ຿ॾදʣ ɻओྗ 3 ߦͷෛ୲ൺ཰ʹ͍ͭͯ͸ɺ೔ܦ৽ฉʢ2002 ೥ 3 ݄ 28 ೔෇ʣʹڌΔɻ 
̎ɽ༥ࢿ࢒ߴ͸୹ظआೖۚͱ௕ظआೖۚͷ߹ܭɻۚ༥ػؔผͷ಺༁͸ɺ௕୩޻ίʔϙϨʔγϣϯ୯ମͷࡒ຿ॾදʢ02 ೥

















































̍ɽ࠴ݖ์غʹΑΔ 35,000 ඦສԁͷ࠴຿໔আӹ͕ɺϛαϫϗʔϜ୯ମͷଛӹܭࢉॻʢ2002 ೥ 3 ݄ظʣʹܭ্͞Ε͍ͯ
ΔɻUFJ ۜʹΑΔ 35,000 ඦສԁͷ༏ઌגҾड͸ؚ·Ε͍ͯͳ͍ɻ֤ۚ༥ػؔͷෛ୲಺༁ʹ͍ͭͯ͸ɺϛαϫϗʔϜͷ
ਖ਼ࣜൃදʢ೔ܦ৽ฉ 2002 ೥ 3 ݄ 2 ೔෇ʣʹڌΔɻ 
̎ɽ༥ࢿ࢒ߴ͸୹ظआೖۚͱ௕ظआೖۚͷ߹ܭɻۚ༥ػؔผͷ಺༁͸ɺϛαϫϗʔϜ୯ମͷࡒ຿ॾදʢ01 ೥ 3 ݄ظ͓Α
ͼ 02 ೥ 3 ݄ظʣʹڌΔɻ 
 
 
A12. ॅ༑ݐઃʢ02 ೥ 5 ݄ɺ࠴ݖ์غ߹ҙɻ03 ೥ 3 ݄ظɺ࠴຿໔আӹܭ্ɻ࠴ݖ์غ૯ֹ 20,000 ඦສԁʣ 



































̍ɽ࠴ݖ์غʹΑΔ 30,000 ඦສԁͷ࠴຿໔আӹ͕ɺॅ༑ݐઃ୯ମͷଛӹܭࢉॻʢ2003 ೥ 3 ݄ظʣʹܭ্͞Ε͍ͯΔɻ
֤ۚ༥ػؔͷෛ୲಺༁ʹ͍ͭͯ͸ɺॅ༑ݐઃͷχϡʔεϦϦʔεʢ2002 ೥ 9 ݄ 25 ೔෇ʣʹڌΔɻ 
̎ɽ༥ࢿ࢒ߴ͸୹ظआೖۚͱ௕ظआೖۚͷ߹ܭɻۚ༥ػؔผͷ಺༁͸ɺॅ༑ݐઃ୯ମͷࡒ຿ॾදʢ02 ೥ 3 ݄ظ͓Αͼ




A13ɽ৽Ҫ૊ʢ02 ೥ 11 ݄ɺ࠴ݖ์غ߹ҙɻ02 ೥ 12 ݄ظɺ࠴຿໔আӹܭ্ɻ࠴ݖ์غ૯ֹ 65,520 ඦສԁʣ 
  ࡾҪॅ༑ۜ 
ʢMBʣ 

























̍ɽ࠴ݖ์غʹΑΔ 65,520 ඦສԁͷ࠴຿໔আӹ͕ɺ৽Ҫ૊୯ମͷଛӹܭࢉॻʢ02 ೥ 12 ݄ظʣʹܭ্͞Ε͍ͯΔɻ֤ۚ
༥ػؔͷෛ୲಺༁ʹ͍ͭͯ͸ɺ৽Ҫ૊ͷਖ਼ࣜൃදʢ೔ܦ৽ฉ 2002 ೥ 11 ݄ 30 ೔෇ʣʹڌΔɻ 
̎ɽ༥ࢿ࢒ߴ͸୹ظआೖۚͱ௕ظआೖۚͷ߹ܭɻۚ༥ػؔผͷ಺༁͸ɺ৽Ҫ૊୯ମͷࡒ຿ॾදʢ01 ೥ 12 ݄ظ͓Αͼ 02
೥ 12 ݄ظʣʹڌΔɻ 




A14. ඈౡݐઃʢ03 ೥݄ɺ࠴຿ͷגࣜԽ߹ҙɻ03 ೥ 8 ݄ɺ࠴຿ͷגࣜԽ࣮ࢪɻ࠴຿ͷגࣜԽ૯ֹ 30,000 ඦສԁʣ 











































̍ɽ  ૯ֹ 30,000 ඦສԁͷ࠴຿ͷגࣜԽʢ03 ೥ 3 ݄ظʣ͕࣮ࢪ͞Εͨɻ֤ۚ༥ػؔͷෛ୲಺༁ʹ͍ͭͯ͸ɺඈౡݐઃͷ
χϡʔεϦϦʔεʢ2003 ೥ 8 ݄ 7 ೔෇ʣʹڌΔɻ 
̎ɽ༥ࢿ࢒ߴ͸୹ظआೖۚͱ௕ظआೖۚͷ߹ܭɻۚ༥ػؔผͷ಺༁͸ɺඈౡݐઃ୯ମͷࡒ຿ॾදʢ03 ೥ 3 ݄ظ͓Αͼ
04 ೥ 3 ݄ظʣʹڌΔɻΈͣ΄ίʔϙۜͷ์غ೥౓຤༥ࢿ࢒ߴʹ͸ɺಉߦ࠶ੜઐ໳ࢠձࣾͷΈͣ΄ίʔϙϨʔτͷ༥ࢿ࢒
ߴΛؚΉɻ 
˞ ඈౡݐઃ͸ 1998 ೥ʹॳΊͯͷ࠴ݖ์غΛอূ࠴຿ 640,000 ඦສԁʹ͍ͭͯड͚͍ͯΔɻ2002 ೥ʹ͸ɺඈౡ౎ࢢ։
ൃάϧʔϓͷۚ༥ػ͔ؔΒͷआೖʹର͢Δඈౡݐઃͷอূ࠴຿ 88,600 ඦສԁΛɺ2002 ೥ 4 ݄ 12 ೔෇ͷݱࡏՁ஋ʢ૯




A15.  ۽୩૊ʢ2 ճ໨ʣ ʢ03 ೥ 5 ݄ɺ࠴ݖ์غ߹ҙɻ04 ೥ 3 ݄ظɺ࠴຿໔আӹܭ্ɻ࠴ݖ์غ૯ֹ 268,400 ඦສԁʣ 

































N.A N.A. N.A. N.A. 
81,184 
(100%) 
̍ɽ࠴ݖ์غʹΑΔ 268,400 ඦສԁͷ࠴຿໔আӹ͕ɺ۽୩૊୯ମͷଛӹܭࢉॻʢ04 ೥ 3 ݄ظʣʹܭ্͞Ε͍ͯΔɻ֤ۚ
༥ػؔͷෛ୲಺༁ʹ͍ͭͯ͸ɺ۽୩૊ͷχϡʔεϦϦʔεʢ2003 ೥ 9 ݄ 18 ೔෇ʣʹڌΔɻ 
̎ɽ༥ࢿ࢒ߴ͸ɺ۽୩૊୯ମͷିआରরදʹهࡌ͞Ε͍ͯΔ୹ظआೖۚͱ௕ظआೖۚͷ߹ܭɻۚ༥ػؔผͷ಺༁͸आೖ
ۚ಺༁ʢ00 ೥ 3 ݄ظ͓Αͼ 01 ೥ 3 ݄ظʣʹڌΔɻ 
  24
 
A16. ౦༸ݐઃʢ03 ೥ 6 ݄ɺ࠴ݖ์غ߹ҙɻ04 ೥ 3 ݄ظɺ࠴຿໔আӹܭ্ɻ࠴ݖ์غ૯ֹ 23,050 ඦສԁʣ 











































̍ɽ࠴ݖ์غʹΑΔ 23,050 ඦສԁͷ࠴຿໔আӹ͕ɺ౦༸ݐઃ୯ମͷଛӹܭࢉॻʢ03 ೥ 3 ݄ظʣʹܭ্͞Ε͍ͯΔɻ֤
ۚ༥ػؔͷෛ୲಺༁ʹ͍ͭͯ͸ɺ౦༸ݐઃͷχϡʔεϦϦʔεʢ2003 ೥ 9 ݄ 26 ೔෇ʣʹڌΔɻ 
̎ɽ༥ࢿ࢒ߴ͸୹ظआೖۚͱ௕ظआೖۚͷ߹ܭɻۚ༥ػؔผͷ಺༁͸ɺ౦༸ݐઃ୯ମͷࡒ຿ॾදʢ03 ೥ 3 ݄ظ͓Αͼ
04 ೥ 3 ݄ظʣʹڌΔɻ 
 
 
A17. ࡾฏݐઃʢ03 ೥ 11 ݄ɺ࠴ݖ์غ߹ҙɻ04 ೥ 3 ݄ظɺ࠴຿໔আӹܭ্ɻ࠴ݖ์غ 
ٴͼ࠴຿ͷגࣜԽ૯ֹ 26,724 ඦສԁʣ 



































̍ɽ ࠴ݖ์غʹΑΔ 23,724 ඦສԁͷ࠴຿໔আӹ͕ɺ ୯ମͷଛӹܭࢉॻ ʢ04 ೥ 3 ݄ظʣ ʹܭ্͞Ε͍ͯΔɻ ͜ͷଞɺ 3,000
ඦສԁͷ࠴຿ͷגࣜԽ͕࣮ࢪ͞Εͨɻ֤ۚ༥ػؔͷෛ୲಺༁ʹ͍ͭͯ͸ɺ৽ฉใಓʢே೔৽ฉ 2003 ೥ 11 ݄ 26 ೔෇ʣ
ʹڌΔɻ 
̎ɽ༥ࢿ࢒ߴ͸୹ظआೖۚͱ௕ظआೖۚͷ߹ܭɻۚ༥ػؔผͷ಺༁͸ɺNikkei Financial Quest ऩ࿥ͷࡾฏݐઃ୯ମͷ
ࡒ຿ॾදʢ03 ೥ 3 ݄ظ͓Αͼ 04 ೥ 3 ݄ظʣʹڌΔɻ 
 
 
A18. φΧϊίʔϙϨʔγϣϯʢ03 ೥ 12 ݄ɺ࠴ݖ์غ߹ҙɻ04 ೥ 3 ݄ظɺ࠴຿໔আӹܭ্ɻ 
࠴ݖ์غ૯ֹ 10,500 ඦສԁʣ 



































̍ɽ࠴ݖ์غʹΑΔ 10,050 ඦສԁͷ࠴຿໔আӹ͕ɺφΧϊίʔϙϨʔγϣϯ୯ମͷଛӹܭࢉॻʢ04 ೥ 3 ݄ظʣʹܭ্
͞Ε͍ͯΔɻ֤ۚ༥ػؔͷෛ୲಺༁ʹ͍ͭͯ͸ɺφΧϊίʔϙϨʔγϣϯͷχϡʔεϦϦʔεʢ2004 ೥ 3 ݄ 31 ೔෇ʣ
ʹڌΔɻ 
̎ɽ༥ࢿ࢒ߴ͸୹ظआೖۚͱ௕ظआೖۚͷ߹ܭɻۚ༥ػؔผͷ಺༁͸ɺφΧϊίʔϙϨʔγϣϯ୯ମͷࡒ຿ॾදʢ03 ೥
3 ݄ظ͓Αͼ 04 ೥ 3 ݄ظʣʹڌΔɻ  25
 
 
A19. ˑࠤాݐઃʢ04 ೥ 1 ݄ɺ࠴ݖ์غ߹ҙɻ04 ೥ 3 ݄ظɺ࠴຿໔আӹܭ্ɻ࠴ݖ์غ૯ֹ 13,200 ඦສԁʣ 



























n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 
̍ɽ࠴ݖ์غʹΑΔ 13,200 ඦສԁͷ࠴຿໔আӹ͕ɺࠤాݐઃ୯ମͷଛӹܭࢉॻʢ04 ೥ 9 ݄ظʣʹܭ্͞Ε͍ͯΔɻ֤
ۚ༥ػؔͷෛ୲಺༁ʹ͍ͭͯ͸ɺࠤాݐઃͷχϡʔεϦϦʔεʢ2004 ೥ 9 ݄ 30 ೔෇ʣʹڌΔɻ͜ͷଞʹ૯ֹ 11,000
ඦສԁͷอূ࠴຿ͷ࠴຿໔আʢ͏ͪ܈അۜʹΑΔ໔আ෼ 8,926 ඦສԁʣ͕࣮ࢪ͞Ε͍ͯΔɻ ʮࢲత੔ཧʹؔ͢ΔΨΠυϥ
Πϯʯʹجͮ͘࠴ݖ์غࣄྫɻ 
̎ɽ༥ࢿ࢒ߴ͸୹ظआೖۚͱ௕ظआೖۚͷ߹ܭɻۚ༥ػؔผͷ಺༁͸ɺNikkei Financial Quest ऩ࿥ͷࠤాݐઃ୯ମͷ
ࡒ຿ॾදʢ04 ೥ 3 ݄ظʣʹڌΔɻ 
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B.  ෆಈ࢈ۀͷ࠴ݖ์غࣄྫʢ2 ࣾ 3 ࣄྫʣ 
 

























































̍ɽ࠴ݖ์غʹΑΔ 287,100 ඦສԁͷ࠴຿໔আӹ͕ɺ౻࿨ෆಈ࢈୯ମͷଛӹܭࢉॻʢ99 ೥ 3 ݄ظʣʹܭ্͞Ε͍ͯΔɻ




̏ɽओཁ̐৴ୗ֤ߦͷલ೥౓຤༥ࢿൺ཰ʢٴͼ༥ࢿॱҐʣ͸ɺॅ༑৴ 7ˋʢ2 Ґʣ ɺதԝ৴ 6ˋʢ3 Ґʣ ɺࡾҪ৴ 6ˋʢ4
Ґʣ ɺ౦༸৴ 4ˋʢ7 Ґʣͱͳ͍ͬͯΔɻ 
 
 
B2ɽେژʢ1 ճ໨ʣ ʢ02 ೥ 5 ݄ɺ࠴ݖ์غ߹ҙɻ03 ೥ 3 ݄ظɺ࠴຿໔আӹܭ্ɻ࠴ݖ์غ૯ֹ 410,000 ඦສԁʣ 



















































̍ɽ࠴ݖ์غʹΑΔ 410,000 ඦສԁͷ࠴຿໔আӹ͕ɺେژ୯ମͷଛӹܭࢉॻʢ2003 ೥ 3 ݄ظʣʹܭ্͞Ε͍ͯΔɻ͜Ε
ʹɺ ओྗ 4 ߦʹΑΔ࠴຿ͷגࣜԽʹΑΔ 60,000 ඦສԁͷ༏ઌגҾडΛ࠴ݖ์غֹ߹ܭʹؚΊ͍ͯΔɻ ֤ۚ༥ػؔͷෛ୲
಺༁ʹ͍ͭͯ͸ɺUFJ ϗʔϧσΟϯάɺΈͣ΄ϑΟφϯγϟϧάϧʔϓɺΓͦͳϗʔϧσΟϯάͷਖ਼ࣜൃදʢ֤ߦ΢Τ
οϒϖʔδʹ͓͚ΔχϡʔεϦϦʔεʹ͓͍ͯ։ࣔʣʹڌΔɻ 
̎ɽ༥ࢿ࢒ߴ͸୹ظआೖۚͱ௕ظआೖۚͷ߹ܭɻۚ༥ػؔผͷ಺༁͸ɺେژ୯ମͷࡒ຿ॾදʢ02 ೥ 3 ݄ظ͓Αͼ 03 ೥
3 ݄ظʣʹڌΔɻ 
̏ɽ02 ೥ 2 ݄ظͷΈͣ΄ίʔϙۜͷ༥ࢿ࢒ߴ͸ɺୈҰקۜͱڵۜͷ༥ࢿ࢒ߴͷ߹ܭΛ͍ࣔͯ͠Δɻ 
 
 














































̍ɽ࠴ݖ์غʹΑΔ 190,530 ඦສԁͷ࠴຿໔আӹͱ 9,598 ඦສԁͷ࠴຿ങ໭ӹ͕ɺ౻࿨ෆಈ࢈୯ମͷଛӹܭࢉॻʢ03 ೥
3 ݄ظʣʹܭ্͞Ε͍ͯΔɻ͜Εʹ߹ܭ 29,600 ඦສԁͷ࠴຿ͷגࣜԽΛؚΊͨ૯ֹ͕࠴ݖ์غֹ߹ܭʹࣔ͞Ε͍ͯΔɻ
֤ۚ༥ػؔͷෛ୲಺༁ʹ͍ͭͯ͸ɺ౻࿨ෆಈ࢈ͷਖ਼ࣜൃදʢ೔ܦ৽ฉ 2002 ೥ 11 ݄ 27 ೔෇ʣʹڌΔɻ 
̎ɽ༥ࢿ࢒ߴ͸ɺ౻࿨ෆಈ࢈୯ମͷିआରরදʹهࡌ͞Ε͍ͯΔ୹ظआೖۚͱ௕ظआೖۚͷ߹ܭɻۚ༥ػؔผͷ಺༁͸
आೖۚ಺༁ʢ02 ೥ 3 ݄ظ͓Αͼ 03 ೥ 3 ݄ظʣʹڌΔɻ  27
 
C.  খചۀͷ࠴ݖ์غࣄྫʢ4 ࣾ 4 ࣄྫʣ 
 
C1ɽμΠΤʔʢ1 ճ໨ʣ ʢ02 ೥ 2 ݄ɺ࠴ݖ์غ߹ҙɻ03 ೥ 2 ݄ɺ࠴຿໔আӹܭ্ɻ࠴ݖ์غ૯ֹ 400,000 ඦສԁʣ 
 
UFJ ۜ 





ʢ3 Ґɾओ ྗ ʣ
৽ੜۜ 
ʢ7 Ґʣ 











































̍ɽ࠴ݖ์غʹΑΔ 170,000 ඦສԁͷ࠴຿໔আӹ͕ɺμΠΤʔ୯ମͷଛӹܭࢉॻʢ03 ೥ 2 ݄ظʣʹܭ্͞Ε͍ͯΔɻ͜
Εʹ߹ܭ 230,000 ඦສԁͷ࠴຿ͷגࣜԽΛؚΊͨ૯ֹ͕࠴ݖ์غֹ߹ܭʹࣔ͞Ε͍ͯΔɻୠ͠ɺओྗ̏ߦอ༗ͷ૯ֹ
120,000 ඦສԁͷ༏ઌגͷશֹݮࢿ͸ؚ·ͳ͍ɻ ֤ۚ༥ػؔͷෛ୲಺༁ʹ͍ͭͯ͸ɺ UFJ ϗʔϧσΟϯάɺ ࡾҪॅ༑ۜɺ
Έͣ΄ϗʔϧσΟϯάͷਖ਼ࣜൃදʢ֤ߦ΢Τοϒϖʔδʹ͓͚ΔχϡʔεϦϦʔεʹ͓͍ͯ։ࣔʣʹڌΔɻ 
̎ɽ༥ࢿ࢒ߴ͸ɺμΠΤʔ୯ମͷିआରরදʹهࡌ͞Ε͍ͯΔ୹ظआೖۚͱ௕ظआೖۚͷ߹ܭɻۚ༥ػؔผͷ಺༁͸आ
ೖۚ಺༁ʢ02 ೥ 2 ݄ظ͓Αͼ 03 ೥ 2 ݄ظʣʹڌΔɻୠ͠ɺ৽ੜ͔ۜΒͷ௕ظ͓Αͼ୹ظआೖۚ࢒ߴʹ͍ͭͯ͸ɺ೔ܦ
Financial Quest ͷۚ༥ػؔผआೖۚσʔλΛ༻͍ͨɻ 
̏ɽ02 ೥ 2 ݄ظͷΈͣ΄ίʔϙۜͷ༥ࢿ࢒ߴ͸ɺ෋࢜ۜͱڵۜͷ༥ࢿ࢒ߴͷ߹ܭΛ͍ࣔͯ͠Δɻ 
 
 





































̍ɽ࠴ݖ์غʹΑΔ 28,000 ඦສԁʢ03 ೥ 2 ݄ظʣͷ࠴຿໔আӹ͕ɺؠా԰୯ମͷଛӹܭࢉॻʹܭ্͞Ε͍ͯΔɻୈࡾ
ऀׂ౰૿ࢿͷ͏ͪ࠴຿ͷגࣜԽʹΑΔ૿ࢿ 1,000 ඦສԁʢΈͣ΄ۜ 600 ඦສԁɺ෱Ԭۜ 400 ඦສԁʣ͕ɺ࠴ݖ์غ૯ֹ
߹ܭʹؚ·Ε͍ͯΔɻ֤ۚ༥ػؔͷෛ୲಺༁ʹ͍ͭͯ͸ɺ෱Ԭۜ಄औͷձݟʢ೔ܦ৽ฉ 2002 ೥ 2 ݄ 27 ೔෇ʣ͓Αͼே
೔৽ฉʢ2002 ೥ 4 ݄ 26 ೔෇ʣʹڌΔɻঘɺؠా԰ͷ࠴ݖ์غ͸ʮࢲత੔ཧͷΨΠυϥΠϯʯͷखଓ͖ʢ2002 ೥ 3 ݄ 5
೔ɺୈҰճ࠴ݖऀձٞɻ2002 ೥ 5 ݄ 8 ೔ɺ࠶ݐܭըਖ਼ࣜྃঝʣʹج͍ͮͯߦΘΕͨɻ 
̎ɽ༥ࢿ࢒ߴ͸୹ظआೖۚͱ௕ظआೖۚͷ߹ܭɻۚ༥ػؔผͷ಺༁͸ɺؠా԰୯ମͷࡒ຿ॾදʢ02 ೥ 2 ݄ظ͓Αͼ 03
೥ 2 ݄ظʣʹڌΔɻ 
 
 
C3ɽˑ੢෢ඦ՟ళʢ03 ೥ 2 ݄ɺ࠴ݖ์غ߹ҙɻ03 ೥ 2 ݄ظɺ࠴຿໔আӹܭ্ɻ࠴ݖ์غ૯ֹ 211,044 ඦສԁʣ 































N.A. 0  N.A.  N.A.  N.A. 
̍ɽ࠴ݖ์غ૯ֹʹ͸ɺܥྻձࣾͷΫϨσΟηκϯࢠձࣾʹΑΔ࠴ݖ์غʢ18,956 ඦສԁʣ͓Αͼ࠴຿ͷגࣜԽʢ9,772
ඦສԁʣ͸ؚ·ͳ͍ɽঘɺ੢෢ඦ՟ళͷ࠴ݖ์غ͸ʮࢲత੔ཧͷΨΠυϥΠϯʯͷखଓ͖ʢ2003 ೥ 1 ݄ 21 ೔ɺୈҰճ
࠴ݖऀձٞɻ2003 ೥ 2 ݄ 26 ೔ɺ࠶ݐܭըਖ਼ࣜྃঝʣʹج͍ͮͯߦΘΕͨɻ 
̎ɽ४ओྗߦ͸ɺ౦ژࡾඛۜɺ͋͞ͻۜɺࡾҪॅ༑ۜɺࡾඛ৴ୗۜɺΈͣ΄Ξηοτ৴ୗۜͷ 6 ߦɽ 
̏ɽ2002 ೥ 11 ݄࣌఺ͷ੢෢ඦ՟ళ୯ମ΁ͷ༥ࢿֹʢ೔ܦۚ༥৽ฉ 2003 ೥ 1 ݄ 15 ೔෇ʣ ɽ  28
 
C4.ླ ୮ ʢ 04 ೥ 2 ݄ɺ࠴ݖ์غ߹ҙɻ04 ೥ 2 ݄ظɺ࠴຿໔আӹܭ্ɻ࠴ݖ์غ૯ֹ 21,305 ඦສԁʣ 



















































̍ɽ࠴ݖ์غʹΑΔ 5,434 ඦສԁͷ࠴຿໔আӹ͕ɺླ୮୯ମͷଛӹܭࢉॻʢ04 ೥ 2 ݄ظʣʹܭ্͞Ε͍ͯΔɻ֤ۚ༥ػ
ؔͷ಺༁͸ɺ࢈ۀ׆ྗ࠶ੜ๏ใಓൃදࢿྉʢܦࡁ࢈ۀল࢈ۀ࠶ੜ՝ 2004 ೥ 1 ݄ 30 ೔෇ʣʹڌΔɻ 
̎ɽ༥ࢿ࢒ߴ͸ླ୮୯ମͷ୹ظआೖۚͱ௕ظआೖۚͷ߹ܭɻۚ༥ػؔผͷ಺༁͸ɺNikkei Financial Quest ऩ࿥ͷླ୮




D.  Էചۀͷ࠴ݖ์غࣄྫʢ4 ࣾ 5 ࣄྫʣ 
 













































̍ɽ࠴ݖ์غʹΑΔ 145,000 ඦສԁʢ00 ೥ 3 ݄ظʣͱ 10,000 ඦສԁʢ01 ೥ 3 ݄ظʣͷ࠴຿໔আӹ͕ɺ݉দ୯ମͷଛӹ
ܭࢉॻʹܭ্͞Ε͍ͯΔɻ֤ۚ༥ػؔͷෛ୲಺༁ʹ͍ͭͯ͸ɺ݉দ୯ମͷࡒ຿ॾද্ͷهࡌʹڌΔɻ 




D2.  τʔϝϯʢ1 ճ໨ʣ ʢ00 ೥ 3 ݄ɺ࠴ݖ์غ߹ҙɻ00 ೥ 3 ݄ظɺ࠴຿໔আӹܭ্ɻ࠴ݖ์غ૯ֹ 219,000 ඦສԁʣ 



























































̍ɽ࠴ݖ์غʹΑΔ 219,000 ඦສԁͷ࠴຿໔আӹ͕ɺτʔϝϯ୯ମͷଛӹܭࢉॻʢ00 ೥ 3 ݄ظʣʹܭ্͞Ε͍ͯΔɻ֤
ۚ༥ػؔͷෛ୲಺༁ʹ͍ͭͯ͸ɺτʔϝϯͱ౦ւۜͷਖ਼ࣜൃදʢ೔ܦ৽ฉ 2000 ೥ 3 ݄ 31 ೔෇ʣʹڌΔɻ 
̎ɽ༥ࢿ࢒ߴ͸ɺτʔϝϯ୯ମͷିआରরදʹهࡌ͞Ε͍ͯΔ୹ظआೖۚͱ௕ظआೖۚͷ߹ܭɻۚ༥ػؔผͷ಺༁͸आ
ೖۚ಺༁ʢ99 ೥ 3 ݄ظʣ͓Αͼ Nikkei Financial Questʢ00 ೥ 3 ݄ظʣʹڌΔɻ 
 
 
D3.௏ ཧ ʢ 03 ೥ 3 ݄ɺ࠴ݖ์غ߹ҙɻ03 ೥ 3 ݄ظɺ࠴຿໔আӹܭ্ɻ࠴ݖ์غ૯ֹ 20,000 ඦສԁʣ 



































̍ɽ࠴ݖ์غʹΑΔ 20,000 ඦສԁͷ࠴຿໔আӹ͕ɺ௏ཧ୯ମͷଛӹܭࢉॻʢ2003 ೥ 3 ݄ظʣʹܭ্͞Ε͍ͯΔɻ͜ͷ
΄͔ʹɺѴԽ੒͕ 8,489 ඦສԁɺ౦Ϩ͕ 4,011 ඦສԁͷങֻۚͷ࠴ݖ์غΛߦ͍ͬͯΔɻ֤ۚ༥ػؔͷෛ୲಺༁ʹ͍ͭ
ͯ͸ɺ௏ཧͷࡒ຿ॾද্ͷهࡌʹڌΔɻ 
̎ɽ༥ࢿ࢒ߴ͸୹ظआೖۚͱ௕ظआೖۚͷ߹ܭɻۚ༥ػؔผͷ಺༁͸ɺ௏ཧ୯ମͷࡒ຿ॾදʢ02 ೥ 3 ݄ظ͓Αͼ 03 ೥
3 ݄ظʣʹڌΔɻ 
̏ɽΈͣ΄ίʔϙϨʔτۜ͸ɺ2002 ೥ 4 ݄ 1 ೔ʹɺ3 ߦʢ෋࢜ۜɺୈҰקۜɺڵۜʣͷ߹ซʹΑΓઃཱ͞Εͨɻ2002
೥ 3 ݄ظ຤ͷ༥ࢿॱҐ͓Αͼ༥ࢿ࢒ߴ͸ɺ1 ҐɾUFJ ۜ 19,770 ඦສԁɺ2 ҐɾࡾҪॅ༑ۜ 13,880 ඦສԁɺ3 Ґɾ෋࢜
ۜ 13,407 ඦສԁɺ4 ҐɾୈҰקۜ 12,473 ඦສԁͱͳ͍ͬͯΔɻ  30
 
D4. τʔϝϯʢ2 ճ໨ʣ ʢ03 ೥ 3 ݄ɺ࠴ݖ์غ߹ҙɻ03 ೥ 3 ݄ظɺ࠴຿໔আӹܭ্ɻ࠴ݖ์غ૯ֹ 110,000 ඦສԁʣ 



































̍ɽ࠴ݖ์غʹΑΔ 110,000 ඦສԁͷ࠴຿໔আӹ͕ɺτʔϝϯ୯ମͷଛӹܭࢉॻʢ03 ೥ 3 ݄ظʣʹܭ্͞Ε͍ͯΔɻ֤
ۚ༥ػؔͷෛ୲಺༁ʹ͍ͭͯ͸ɺUFJ ϗʔϧσΟϯάεͷχϡʔεϦϦʔεʢ2003 ೥ 3 ݄ 12 ೔෇ʣʹڌΔɻ 
̎ɽ༥ࢿ࢒ߴ͸ɺτʔϝϯ୯ମͷିआରরදʹهࡌ͞Ε͍ͯΔ୹ظआೖۚͱ௕ظआೖۚͷ߹ܭɻۚ༥ػؔผͷ಺༁͸
Nikkei Financial Quest ʹڌΔɻ 
 
 


































n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 
̍ɽ૒೔͸ɺ2004 ೥ 4 ݄ʹچχνϝϯͱچ೔঎ؠҪΛ౷߹͠ɺ૒೔ϗʔϧσΟϯάεΛઃཱͯ͠ൃ଍ͨ͠ɻ࠴຿ͷגࣜ
Խͷෛ୲ׂ߹ʹ͍ͭͯ͸ɺ૒೔ͷχϡʔεϦϦʔεٴͼ༗Ձূ݊ใࠂॻʢ05 ೥ 3 ݄ظʣʹڌΔɻ 
̎ɽ༥ࢿ࢒ߴ͸چχνϝϯͱچ೔঎ؠҪͷ 04 ೥ 3 ݄ظͷ୹ظआೖۚͱ௕ظआೖۚͷ߹ܭɻۚ༥ػؔผͷ಺༁͸ɺچχ
νϝϯɾچ೔঎ؠҪ୯ମͷࡒ຿ॾදʢ04 ೥ 3 ݄ظʣͷ߹ࢉΛ߹ซޙͷ૒೔ͷ༥ࢿ࢒ߴͱ͍ͯ͠Δɻچχνϝϯ୯ମͷ༥
ࢿॱҐʢ04 ೥ 3 ݄ظʣ͸ɺ1 ҐɾUFJ ۜʢ༥ࢿ࢒ߴ 102,040 ඦສԁɾ༥ࢿൺ཰ 21%ʣ ɺ2 Ґɾ౦ژࡾඛۜʢ52,181 ඦສ
ԁɾ11%ʣ ɺ3 Ґɾࡾඛ৴ୗۜʢ51,700 ඦສԁɾ8%ʣ ɻچ೔঎ؠҪͷ༥ࢿॱҐʢ04 ೥ 3 ݄ظʣ͸ɺ1 ҐɾUFJ ۜʢ146,546
ඦສԁɾ19%ʣ ɺ2 ҐɾΈͣ΄ίʔϙۜʢ72,502 ඦສԁɾ10%ʣ ɺ3 Ґɾ౦ژࡾඛۜʢ44,782 ඦສԁɾ6%ʣ ɻ 
  31
E.  ੡଄ۀͷ࠴ݖ์غࣄྫʢ8 ࣾ 8 ࣄྫʣ 
 





























̍ɽ࠴ݖ์غʹΑΔ 7,643 ඦສԁʢ00 ೥ 3 ݄ظʣͱ 126 ඦສԁʢ01 ೥ 3 ݄ظʣͷ࠴຿໔আӹ͕ɺதԝ൘ࢴ୯ମͷଛӹ
ܭࢉॻʹܭ্͞Ε͍ͯΔɻ֤ۚ༥ػؔͷෛ୲಺༁ʹ͍ͭͯ͸ɺ೔ܦ৽ฉ(2002 ೥ 5 ݄ 28 ೔෇)ʹڌΔɻ͜ͷଞɺΦʔΞ
ΠΞʔϧʢԦࢠ੡ࢴͷࢿ࢈؅ཧձࣾʣͱҏ౻஧঎ࣄɺϨϯΰʔͳͲΛׂ౰ઌͱ͢Δ໿ 6,000 ඦສԁͷୈࡾऀׂ౰૿ࢿ͕
࣮ࢪ͞Εɺௐୡࢿۚ͸आೖۚͷฦࡁʹॆͯΒΕͨʢ೔ܦ৽ฉ 1999 ೥ 9 ݄ 3 ೔෇ʣ ɻ 
̎ɽ༥ࢿ࢒ߴ͸୹ظआೖۚʢגओʢҏ౻஧঎ࣄʣ͔Βͷ୹ظआೖۚ 3,000 ඦສԁΛؚΉʣͱ௕ظआೖۚͷ߹ܭɻۚ༥ػ
ؔผͷ಺༁͸ɺதԝ൘ࢴ୯ମͷࡒ຿ॾදʢ99 ೥ 3 ݄ظ͓Αͼ 01 ೥ 3 ݄ظʣʹڌΔɻSB ͷ೔࠴ۜͷ์غલ༥ࢿ࢒ߴ͸ɺ
3,164 ඦສԁʢ13%ʣ ɻ 
 
 
E2.  ౦༸γϠολʔʢ02 ೥ 3 ݄ɺ࠴ݖ์غ߹ҙɻ03 ೥ 3 ݄ظ࠴຿໔আӹܭ্ɻ࠴ݖ์غ૯ֹ 13,500 ඦສԁʣ 
  Έͣ΄ۜ 
ʢMBʣ 
ओཁ 3 ߦʢ UFJ ۜɾࡾ
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̍ɽ࠴ݖ์غʹΑΔ 12,500 ඦສԁʢ03 ೥ 3 ݄ظʣͷ࠴຿໔আӹ͕ɺ౦༸γϠολʔ୯ମͷଛӹܭࢉॻʹܭ্͞Ε͍ͯ
ΔɻΈͣ΄ۜʹΑΔ࠴຿ͷגࣜԽ 1,000 ඦສԁ΋࠴ݖ์غ૯ֹʹؚΊ͍ͯΔɻ֤ۚ༥ػؔͷෛ୲಺༁ʹ͍ͭͯ͸ɺ೔ܦ
৽ฉ(2002 ೥ 5 ݄ 28 ೔෇)ʹڌΔɻঘɺ౦༸γϠολʔͷ࠴ݖ์غ͸ʮࢲత੔ཧͷΨΠυϥΠϯʯͷखଓ͖ʢ2002 ೥ 3
݄ 22 ೔ɺୈҰճ࠴ݖऀձٞɻ2002 ೥ 5 ݄ 28 ೔ɺ࠶ݐܭըਖ਼ࣜྃঝʣʹج͍ͮͯߦΘΕͨɻ 
̎ɽ༥ࢿ࢒ߴ͸୹ظआೖۚͱ௕ظआೖۚͷ߹ܭɻۚ༥ػؔผͷ಺༁͸ɺ౦༸γϠολʔ୯ମͷࡒ຿ॾදʢ02 ೥ 3 ݄ظ͓
Αͼ 03 ೥ 3 ݄ظʣʹڌΔɻSB ͷ UFJ ۜͷ์غલ༥ࢿ࢒ߴ͸ɺ2,411 ඦສԁ(15%)ɻಉࣾͷ࿈݁ࢠձࣾ 2 ͕ࣾɺղࢄܾ
ٞΛߦ͍ɺ03 ೥ 2 ݄ 18 ೔ʹਗ਼ࢉ׬ྃ͠ɺ྆ࣾͷۀ຿ʹ͍ͭͯ͸ಉ͕ࣾҾ͖ܧ͍ͩʢ03 ೥ 3 ݄ظࡒ຿ॾද௥Ճ৘ใʣ ɻ 
 
 













































̍ɽ  30,000 ඦສԁͷ࠴ݖ์غ ʢ೶ྛத͕ۚશֹෛ୲ʣ ͱ 20,000 ඦສԁͷ࠴຿ͷגࣜԽ͕ɺ ઇҹೕۀ୯ମͷࡒ຿ॾද ʢ03
೥ 3 ݄ظʣʹܭ্͞Ε͍ͯΔɻ֤ۚ༥ػؔͷෛ୲಺༁ʹ͍ͭͯ͸ɺઇҹೕۀͷχϡʔεϦϦʔε(2003 ೥ 3 ݄ 18 ೔෇)
ʹڌΔɻ 
̎ɽ༥ࢿ࢒ߴ͸୹ظआೖۚͱ௕ظआೖۚͷ߹ܭɻۚ༥ػؔผͷ಺༁͸ɺ୯ମͷࡒ຿ॾදʢ02 ೥ 3 ݄ظ͓Αͼ 03 ೥ 3 ݄
ظʣʹڌΔɻΈͣ΄ίʔϙۜͷ์غલ༥ࢿ࢒ߴʢ02 ೥ 3 ݄ظʣ෋࢜ۜʢ༥ࢿ࢒ߴ 17,095 ඦສԁɾ༥ࢿൺ཰ 13%ʣ ɺڵ
ۜʢ6,390 ඦສԁɾ5%ʣͷ߹ࢉɻ  32
E4.  ͍͢ʎࣗಈंʢ02 ೥ 8 ݄ɺ࠴຿ͷגࣜԽ߹ҙɻ03 ೥ 3 ݄ظ࠴຿ͷגࣜԽ࣮ࢪɻ࠴ݖͷגࣜԽ૯ֹ 100,000 ඦສԁʣ  



































̍ɽओཁऔҾۜߦ 5 ߦʹΑΔ૯ֹ 100,000 ඦສԁͷ࠴຿ͷגࣜԽ͕࣮ࢪ͞Ε͍ͯΔʢ03 ೥ 3 ݄ظʣ ɻ֤ۚ༥ػؔͷෛ୲
಺༁ʹ͍ͭͯ͸ɺே೔৽ฉʢ2002 ೥ 11 ݄ 19 ೔෇ʣʹڌΔɻͦͷଞʹؚ·ΕΔ̏ߦͷෛ୲ֹ͸ɺԣ඿ۜ 4,370 ඦສԁɺ
౦ژࡾඛۜ 3,783 ඦສԁɺࡾඛ৴ୗۜ 3,602 ඦສԁɻ͜ͷଞʹච಄גओͷ General Moters ࣾʹΑΔ 10,000 ඦສԁͷ૿
ࢿ͕࣮ࢪ͞Εͨɻ 
̎ɽ༥ࢿ࢒ߴ͸୹ظआೖۚͱ௕ظआೖۚͷ߹ܭɻۚ༥ػؔผͷ಺༁͸ɺ͍͢ʎࣗಈं୯ମͷࡒ຿ॾදʢ02 ೥ 3 ݄ظ͓Α









































̍ɽ  ૯ֹ 25,000 ඦສԁͷ࠴຿ͷגࣜԽ͕ɺέϯ΢ουͷχϡʔεϦϦʔεʢ2002 ೥ 9 ݄ 27 ೔෇ɺ ʣʹใࠂ͞Ε͍ͯ
Δɻදதͷ࠴຿໔আ૯ֹ͓Αͼ֤ۚ༥ػؔͷෛ୲಺༁ʹ͍ͭͯ͸ɺಉχϡʔεϦϦʔεʹڌΔɻ 
̎ɽ༥ࢿ࢒ߴ͸୹ظआೖۚͱ௕ظआೖۚͷ߹ܭɻۚ༥ػؔผͷ಺༁͸ɺέϯ΢ου୯ମͷࡒ຿ॾදʢ02 ೥ 3 ݄ظٴͼ
03 ೥ 3 ݄ظʣʹڌΔɻ͋͞ͻۜͷ์غ೥౓຤༥ࢿ࢒ߴʢ03 ೥ 3 ݄ظʣ͸ɺΓͦͳۜͷ༥ࢿ࢒ߴʢ༥ࢿൺ཰ʣΛܝࡌɻ 
 
 
E6. .ˑ೔ຊ໶ۚ޻ۀʢ03 ೥ 3 ݄ɺ࠴ݖ์غ߹ҙɻ03 ೥ 3 ݄ظ࠴຿໔আӹܭ্ɻ࠴ݖ์غ૯ֹ 35,000 ඦສԁʣ 






































̍ɽ ࠴ݖ์غʹΑΔ 20,000 ඦສԁ ʢ03 ೥ 3 ݄ظʣ ͷ࠴຿໔আӹ͕ɺ ೔ຊ໶ۚ޻ۀ୯ମͷଛӹܭࢉॻʹܭ্͞Ε͍ͯΔɻ
͜ͷଞʹ૯ֹ 15,000 ඦສԁͷ࠴຿ͷגࣜԽ͕࣮ࢪ͞Ε͍ͯΔʢ03 ೥ 3 ݄ظʣ ɻ֤ۚ༥ػؔͷෛ୲಺༁ʹ͍ͭͯ͸ɺ೔ܦ
࢈ۀ৽ฉʢ2002 ೥ 9 ݄ 19 ೔෇ʣʹڌΔɻ ʮࢲత੔ཧʹؔ͢ΔΨΠυϥΠϯʯʹجͮ͘࠴ݖ์غࣄྫɻ 
̎ɽ༥ࢿ࢒ߴ͸୹ظआೖۚͱ௕ظआೖۚͷ߹ܭɻۚ༥ػؔผͷ಺༁͸ɺNikkei Financial Quest ऩ࿥ͷ೔ຊ໶ۚ޻ۀ୯




E7. .೔࢈σΟʔθϧ޻ۀʢ03 ೥ 9 ݄ɺ࠴຿ͷגࣜԽ߹ҙɻ04 ೥ 3 ݄ظ࠴຿ͷגࣜԽ࣮ࢪɻ 
࠴ݖͷגࣜԽ૯ֹ 89,995 ඦສԁʣ 





 (4 Ґ) 





































̍ɽओཁऔҾۜߦ 3 ߦʹΑΓ૯ֹ 90,000 ඦສԁͷ࠴຿ͷגࣜԽ͕࣮ࢪ͞Ε͍ͯΔʢ04 ೥ 3 ݄ظʣ ɻ͜ͷଞɺච಄גओͷ
೔࢈ࣗಈंʹΑΔ 15,998 ඦສԁͷ༏ઌגͷҾड͕࣮ࢪ͞Εͨɻ ֤ۚ༥ػؔͷෛ୲಺༁ʹ͍ͭͯ͸ɺ೔࢈σΟʔθϧ޻ۀ
ͷχϡʔεϦϦʔεͷגࣜ৘ใʹڌΔɻ༏ઌגʢୈᶗछʙୈᶚछɺ1 גͷൃߦՁֹ 600 ԁʣ߹ܭ 176,656 ઍגͷҾडઌ
͸ɺΈͣ΄ίʔϙۜʢΈͣ΄άϩʔόϧʣ94,664 ઍגɺΓͦͳۜ 28,164 ઍגɺΈͣ΄৴ୗۜʢΈͣ΄Ξηοτʣ27,164
ઍגɺ೔࢈ࣗಈं 26,664 ઍגͰ͋Δɻ 
̎ɽ༥ࢿ࢒ߴ͸୹ظआೖۚͱ௕ظआೖۚͷ߹ܭɻۚ༥ػؔผͷ಺༁͸ɺ೔࢈σΟʔθϧ୯ମͷࡒ຿ॾදʢ03 ೥ 3 ݄ظ͓




E8. .ࡾඛࣗಈं޻ۀʢ04 ೥ 5 ݄ɺ࠴຿ͷגࣜԽ߹ҙɻ04 ೥ 6 ݄ɺ࠴຿ͷגࣜԽ࣮ࢪɻ 
࠴ݖͷגࣜԽ૯ֹ 130,000 ඦສԁʣ 



























n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 




ʢ2004 ೥ 6 ݄ 28 ೔ʣʹڌΔɻ 
̎ɽ༥ࢿ࢒ߴ͸୹ظआೖۚͱ௕ظआೖۚͷ߹ܭʢίϚʔγϟϧϖʔύʔ͓Αͼؔ܎ձࣾआೖۚΛআ͘ʣ ɻۚ༥ػؔผͷ಺
༁͸ɺࡾඛࣗಈं୯ମͷࡒ຿ॾදʢ04 ೥ 3 ݄ظʣʹڌΔɻ  34
෇࿥̎:࢈ۀ࠶ੜػߏࢧԉʹΑΔ࠴ݖ์غࣄྫʢ9 ࣾ 9 ࣄྫʣͷৄࡉ 
 






























n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 
̍ɽ࠴ݖ์غʹΑΔ 18,213 ඦສԁʢ04 ೥ 3 ݄ظʣͷ࠴຿໔আӹ͕ɺ۝भ࢈ަ୯ମͷଛӹܭࢉॻʹܭ্͞Ε͍ͯΔɻද
தͷ࠴຿໔আ૯ֹ͓Αͼ֤ۚ༥ػؔͷෛ୲಺༁͸ɺ۝भ࢈ۀަ௨άϧʔϓશମͷ΋ͷͰ͋Γɺ৽ฉใಓʢ೔ຊܦࡁ৽ฉ
2003 ೥ 8 ݄ 30 ೔෇ٴͼχοΩϯ 2003 ೥ 9 ݄ 5 ೔෇ʣʹڌΔɻ 
̎ɽ༥ࢿ࢒ߴ͸࿈݁༗རࢠෛ࠴Ͱ͋Γɺ୹ظआೖۚɺ௕ظआೖ͓ۚΑͼؔ܎ձࣾआೖۚͷ߹ܭɻۚ༥ػؔผͷ಺༁͸ɺ
৽ฉใಓʢ೔ܦ࢈ۀ৽ฉ 2003 ೥ 7 ݄ 30 ೔෇ʣʹڌΔɻ 
 
 


































̍ɽ࠴ݖ์غ૯ֹʹ͍ͭͯ͸ɺ࢈ۀ࠶ੜػߏͷൃද(2003 ೥ 8 ݄ 28 ೔ɺμΠΞݐઃגࣜձࣾʹର͢Δࢧԉܾఆ͓Αͼࣄ
ۀ࠶ੜܭըͷ֓ཁ)ʹڌΔɻ࠴ݖ์غʹΑΔ 91,080 ඦສԁʢ04 ೥ 3 ݄ظʣͷ࠴຿໔আӹ͕ɺμΠΞݐઃ୯ମͷଛӹܭࢉ
ॻʹܭ্͞Ε͍ͯΔɻΓͦͳۜͷෛ୲ֹʢ࠴ݖ์غֹ 82,900 ඦສԁٴͼ࠴຿ͷגࣜԽ 40,000 ඦສԁʣʹ͍ͭͯ͸ɺΓ
ͦͳۜͷχϡʔεϦϦʔεʢ2003 ೥ 8 ݄ 28 ೔෇ʣʹڌΔɻ 
̎ɽ༥ࢿ࢒ߴ͸୹ظआೖۚͱ௕ظआೖۚͷ߹ܭɻۚ༥ػؔผͷ಺༁͸ɺμΠΞݐઃ୯ମͷࡒ຿ॾදʢ03 ೥ 3 ݄ظ͓Αͼ
04 ೥ 3 ݄ظʣʹڌΔɻ์غ೥౓຤༥ࢿ࢒ߴͷʮͦͷଞʯʹ͸ɺ࢈ۀ࠶ੜػߏͷ༥ࢿֹ 7,235(19%)ؚ͕·Ε͍ͯΔɻ 
 
 























n.a. n.a.  n.a. 
̍ɽ2004 ೥ 3 ݄ɺࡾҪ߭ࢁ౳ 3 ࣾͷ߹ซʹΑΓʢ৽ʣࡾҪ߭ࢁ͕ൃ଍͠ɺಉ࣌ʹ࠴ݖ์غ͕࣮ࢪ͞Εͨɻ࠴ݖ์غ૯ֹ
162,500 ඦສԁ ʢࡾҪ߭ࢁ౳ 3 ࣾ 110,000 ඦສԁٴͼࡾҪੴ୸߭ۀ 52,500 ඦສԁͷ߹ܭʣ ٴͼ࠴຿ͷגࣜԽ૯ֹ 20,000
ඦສԁʢશֹɺ࢈ۀ࠶ੜػߏʹΑΔʣ͸ɺ࢈ۀ࠶ੜػߏͷൃදʢ2003 ೥ 12 ݄ 10 ೔෇ʣʹΑΔɻ࠴ݖ์غ͸ɺࡾҪॅ
༑ۜͱɺඇϝΠϯߦͷିग़࠴ݖΛങ͍औͬͨ࢈ۀ࠶ੜػߏ͕ߦͬͨɻ͕ͨͬͯ͠ɺࡾҪॅ༑ۜͷ࠴ݖ์غֹ͸ɺ࢈ۀ࠶
ੜػߏͷެදࢿྉʢ2006 ೥ 3 ݄ 31 ೔෇ʣͷػߏଆͷ࠴ݖ์غֹͷ਺஋Λ૯ֹ͔Β߇আͯ͠ࢉग़͍ͯ͠Δɻ 
̎ɽ ༥ࢿ࢒ߴ͸୹ظआೖۚͱ௕ظआೖۚͷ߹ܭɻ ۚ༥ػؔผͷ಺༁͸ɺ ࡾҪ߭ࢁ୯ମͷࡒ຿ॾද ʢ03 ೥ 3 ݄ظʣ ʹڌΔɻ  35
F4. .ۚ໳੡࡞ॴʢ04 ೥ 1 ݄ɺػߏࢧԉܾఆɻ05 ೥ 3 ݄ظɺ࠴຿໔আӹܭ্ɻ 








































̍ɽ ࠴ݖ์غֹ ʢ࠴຿ͷגࣜԽΛؚΉʣ ͸ɺ ۚ໳੡࡞ॴٴͼάϧʔϓاۀʹର͢Δ΋ͷͰ͋Γɺ ࢈ۀ࠶ੜػߏͷൃද ʢ2004
೥ 3 ݄ 30 ೔෇ɺגࣜձࣾۚ໳੡࡞ॴ౳ʹର͢Δങऔܾఆʹ͍ͭͯʣʹڌΔɻͳ͓ɺ࠴ݖ์غʹΑΔ 7,342 ඦສԁʢ05
೥ 3 ݄ظʣͷ࠴຿໔আӹͱɺΓͦͳۜͱΈͣ΄ίʔϙۜʹΑΔ 3,000 ඦສԁͷ࠴຿ͷגࣜԽ͕ɺۚ໳੡࡞ॴ୯ମͷଛӹ
ܭࢉॻʹܭ্͞Ε͍ͯΔɻ දதͷ֤ۚ༥ػؔͷෛ୲಺༁ʹ͍ͭͯ͸ɺ ΓͦͳϗʔϧσΟϯάεͷχϡʔεϦϦʔε ʢ2004
೥ 1 ݄ 28 ೔෇ʣʹڌΔɻ 
̎ɽ༥ࢿ࢒ߴ͸୹ظआೖۚͱ௕ظआೖۚͷ߹ܭɻۚ༥ػؔผͷ಺༁͸ɺۚ໳੡࡞ॴ୯ମͷࡒ຿ॾදʢ04 ೥ 3 ݄ظ͓Αͼ
05 ೥ 3 ݄ظʣʹڌΔɻ์غ೥౓຤༥ࢿ࢒ߴͷʮͦͷଞʯʹ͸ɺ࢈ۀ࠶ੜػߏͷ༥ࢿ࢒ߴ 11,713 ඦສԁ(65%)ΛؚΉɻ 
 
 


































̍ɽࡾҪॅ༑ۜ΄͔ 62 ۚ༥ػؔʹΑΔ࠴ݖ์غ૯ֹ 99,500 ͕࣮ࢪ͞Εͨɻ͜ͷଞʹୈࡾऀׂ౰૿ࢿ૯ֹ 49,999 ඦສ
ԁʢࡾҪॅ༑ۜ 30,000 ඦສԁɺ࢈ۀ࠶ੜػߏ 19,999 ඦສԁʣ͕࣮ࢪʢ04 ೥ 9 ݄ 30 ೔෷ࠐ׬ྃʣ͞ΕͨɻΈͣ΄άϩ
ʔόϧ͸Έͣ΄ίʔϙۜͷ࠶ੜઐ໳ࢠձࣾɻදதͷ࠴຿໔আ૯ֹ͓Αͼ֤ۚ༥ػؔͷෛ୲಺༁ʹ͍ͭͯ͸ɺࡾҪॅ༑ۜ
ͷχϡʔεϦϦʔεʢ04 ೥ 5 ݄ 31 ೔෇ʣʹڌΔɻ্هҎ֎Ͱ͸ʢ ʮͦͷଞʯʹؚ·ΕΔʣʹΓͦͳۜʢିग़ۚ 9,900 ඦ
ສԁɺ࠴ݖ์غ 20 ԯԁʣ ɺۙـେࡕۜʢିग़ۚ 28 ԯԁɺ࠴ݖ์غ 5 ԯԁʣ ɺ࡛ۄΓͦͳۜʢିग़ۚ 1 ԯԁɺ࠴ݖ์غͳ
͠ʣͳͲʢΓͦͳ HD χϡʔεϦϦʔε 04 ೥ 7 ݄ 29 ೔෇ʣͳͲɻ 
̎ɽ༥ࢿ࢒ߴ͸୹ظआೖۚͱ௕ظआೖۚͷ߹ܭɻۚ༥ػؔผͷ಺༁͸ɺΧωϘ΢୯ମͷࡒ຿ॾදʢ04 ೥ 3 ݄ظ͓Αͼ
05 ೥ 3 ݄ظʣʹڌΔɻ์غ೥౓຤༥ࢿ࢒ߴͷʮͦͷଞʯʹ͸ɺ࢈ۀ࠶ੜػߏͷ༥ࢿ࢒ߴ 32,269 ඦສԁ(62%)ΛؚΉɻ 
 
 





































n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 
6,542 
(100%) 
̍ɽ ࠴຿ͷגࣜԽʹΑΔ 1,300 ඦສԁͷ༏ઌגࣜͷൃߦ ʢ2004 ೥ 9 ݄ 16 ೔ʣ ͕ɺ λΠϗʔ޻ۀͷ༗Ձূ݊ใࠂॻ ʢ2005
೥ 3 ݄ظʣʹใࠂ͞Ε͍ͯΔɻ֤ۚ༥ػؔͷ࠴຿ͷגࣜԽͷֹ͸ɺUFJ ۜʢ400 ඦສԁʣ ɺதژۜʢ50 ඦສԁʣ ɺ࢈ۀ࠶
ੜػߏʢ850 ඦສԁʣͰ͋Δɻ 
̎ɽ༥ࢿ࢒ߴ͸୹ظआೖۚͱ௕ظआೖۚͷ߹ܭɻۚ༥ػؔผͷ಺༁͸ɺλΠϗʔ޻ۀ୯ମͷࡒ຿ॾදʢ04 ೥ 3 ݄ظʣʹ
ڌΔɻ์غ೥౓຤(05 ೥ 3 ݄ظ)ͷۚ༥ػؔผ༥ࢿ࢒ߴʹ͍ͭͯɺࡒ຿ॾද্ʹهࡌͳ͠ɻ  36
 
F7.  େژʢ2 ճ໨ʣ ʢ04 ೥ 9 ݄ɺػߏࢧԉܾఆɻ05 ೥ 3 ݄ظɺ࠴຿໔আӹܭ্ɻ 





















































̍ɽ146,500 ඦສԁͷ࠴ݖ์غͱ 30,000 ඦສԁͷ࠴຿ͷגࣜԽ͕ɺ࢈ۀ࠶ੜػߏͷൃදʢ2004 ೥ 11 ݄ 26 ೔෇ɺגࣜ
ձࣾେژ౳ʹର͢Δങऔܾఆʹ͍ͭͯʣʹใࠂ͞Ε͍ͯΔɻදதͷ࠴຿໔আ૯ֹ͓Αͼ֤ۚ༥ػؔͷෛ୲಺༁ʹ͍ͭͯ
͸ɺ֤ۜߦͷχϡʔεϦϦʔεʹڌΔɻUFJ ۜ͸ɺ໿ 87,000 ඦສԁͷ࠴ݖ์غͱڞʹɺ30,000 ඦສԁͷ࠴຿ͷגࣜԽ
Λߦ͍ͬͯΔʢUFJ ϗʔϧσΟϯάεχϡʔεϦϦʔε 2004 ೥ 9 ݄ 28 ೔෇ʣ ɻ 
̎ɽ༥ࢿ࢒ߴ͸୹ظआೖۚͱ௕ظआೖۚͷ߹ܭɻۚ༥ػؔผͷ಺༁͸ɺେژ୯ମͷࡒ຿ॾදʢ04 ೥ 3 ݄ظٴͼ 05 ೥ 3
݄ظʣʹڌΔɻ์غ೥౓຤༥ࢿ࢒ߴͷʮͦͷଞʯʹ͸ɺ࢈ۀ࠶ੜػߏͷ༥ࢿֹ 22,182 ඦສԁ(11%)ΛؚΉɻ 
 
 













































̍ɽ405,000 ඦສԁͷ࠴ݖ์غ͕࣮ࢪ͞Εͨ͜ͱ͕࢈ۀ࠶ੜػߏͷൃදʢ2005 ೥ 2 ݄ 28 ೔෇ɺגࣜձࣾμΠΤʔ౳ʹ
ର͢Δങऔܾఆʹ͍ͭͯʣʹهࡌ͞Ε͍ͯΔɻ͜ͷ΄͔ʹɺओྗ 3 ߦͷอ༗͢Δ૯ֹ 192,000 ඦສԁͷ༏ઌגࣜͷফ٫
͕ߦΘΕͨɻදதͷ֤ۚ༥ػؔͷෛ୲಺༁ʹ͍ͭͯ͸ɺ֤ۜߦͷχϡʔεϦϦʔεʹڌΔɻ 
̎ɽ༥ࢿ࢒ߴ͸ɺμΠΤʔ୯ମͷିआରরදʹهࡌ͞Ε͍ͯΔ୹ظआೖۚͱ௕ظआೖۚͷ߹ܭɻۚ༥ػؔผͷ಺༁͸आ
ೖۚ಺༁ʢ04 ೥ 3 ݄ظٴͼ 05 ೥ 3 ݄ظʣʹڌΔɻ 
 
 
F9ɽϛαϫϗʔϜ HDʢ2 ճ໨ʣ ʢ04 ೥ 12 ݄ɺػߏࢧԉܾఆɻ೥݄ظɺ࠴຿໔আӹܭ্ɻ 
࠴ݖ์غɾ࠴຿ͷגࣜԽ૯ֹ 140,000 ඦສԁʣ 
























n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 
̍ɽ࠴ݖ์غֹ͸ɺ࠴ݖ์غ 120,000 ඦສԁٴͼ࠴຿ͷגࣜԽ 20,000 ඦສԁͷ߹ܭɻ͜ͷଞɺUFJ ۜͳͲͷอ༗͢Δ
135,000 ඦສԁͷ༏ઌגͷফ٫ʢ80ˋɺ108,000 ඦສԁʣʹΑΔۚ༥ࢧԉ͕࣮ࢪ͞Ε͍ͯΔɻ 
̎ɽ༥ࢿ࢒ߴ͸୹ظआೖۚͱ௕ظआೖۚͷ߹ܭɻϛαϫϗʔϜάϧʔϓͷ࣋גձࣾҠߦʹΑΓɺ04 ೥ 3 ݄ظҎ߱ɺϛα
ϫϗʔϜ HD ͷࡒ຿ॾද͔͠ೖखͰ͖ͳ͍ͨΊɺۚ༥ػؔผͷ಺༁͸ɺ౷߹ 1 ೥લͷϛαϫϗʔϜ୯ମͷࡒ຿ॾදʢ03
೥ 3 ݄ظʣʹڌΔɻ  37
෇࿥̏:  ఻౷తͳ࠴ݖ์غࣄྫʢ3 ࣾ 3 ࣄྫʣ 
 
G1.  ҆୐࢈ۀ ʢ76 ೥ 12 ݄ɺҏ౻஧঎ࣄͱͷ߹ซ֮ॻௐҹɻ77 ೥ 9 ݄ظɺିग़ۚঈ٫ɻ࠴ݖ์غ૯ֹ໿ 200,000 ඦສԁʣ  
































n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 
̍ɽ҆୐࢈ۀٴͼ ATCʢ҆୐ΞϝϦΧͷ NRC ؔ࿈࠴ݖ࠴຿ͷҠ؅ձࣾʣʹੜͨ͡૯ֹ໿ 200,000 ඦສԁͷଛࣦΛɺओ
ྗ 2 ߦʢॅ༑ۜɾڠ࿨ۜʣ ɾ४ओྗ 4 ߦɾ͜Εʹ্͙࣍ҐऔҾۜߦ 10 ߦͷ߹ܭ 16 ߦͷۜߦஂ͕ڠྗͯ͠ෛ୲͢Δ͜ͱ
͕ɺ ʰॅ༑ۜߦീे೥࢙ʱ(p.678)ʹهࡌ͞Ε͍ͯΔɻॅ༑ۜ͸ 1977 ೥ 9 ݄຤ͷܾࢉͰɺ113,200 ԯԁΛঈ٫ͨ͠ɻڠ࿨
ۜ͸ɺಉܾࢉظʹɺ44,693 ඦສԁͷঈ٫Λߦͬͨʢ ʰଓڠ࿨ۜߦ࢙ʱp.170ʣ ɻ·ͨɺ৽ฉใಓʢ೔ຊܦࡁ৽ฉ 1977 ೥ 6
݄ 1 ೔෇ʣʹΑΔͱɺ࠴ݖ์غ૯ֹ 223,800 ඦສԁͷ͏ͪɺओྗ 2 ߦʢॅ༑ۜɾڠ࿨ۜʣͷ࠴ݖ์غֹ͸߹ܭͰ 183,400
ඦສԁ ʢ࠴ݖ์غ૯ֹͷ 82%ʣ ɺ ४ओྗ 4 ߦ߹ܭͰ 38,000 ඦສԁ ʢಉ 17%ʣ ɺ ্ҐऔҾۜߦ 10 ߦ߹ܭͰ 2,400 ඦສԁ ʢಉ
1%ʣͰ͋ͬͨɻ 
̎ɽ༥ࢿ࢒ߴ͸҆୐࢈ۀ୯ମͷ୹ظआೖۚͱ௕ظआೖۚͷ߹ܭɻۚ༥ػؔผͷ಺༁͸ɺاۀܥྻ૯ཡʢ76 ೥ 3 ݄ظʣʹ
ڌΔɻ ʰॅ༑ۜߦീे೥࢙ʱ(p.671)ʹ͸ɺ ʮ҆୐࢈ۀ͸ɺઓલ͔Β౰ߦʢॅ༑ۜʣΛओऔҾۜߦʹ͖ͯͨ͠ձࣾͰ͋Δɻ
ͦͷޙɺۀ༰ͱͱ΋ʹۜߦऔҾ΋޿͕Γɺত࿨ 50 ೥ͷ࣌఺Ͱ͸ʜऔҾۜߦ૯਺͸ 230 ߦʹୡ͍ͯͨ͠ɻ͜Εʹͱ΋ͳ
͍༥ࢿγΣΞ͸͔ͳΓ෼ࢄ͞ΕɺओྗͰ͋Δ౰ߦͷγΣΞ͸ɺ50 ೥ 9 ݄຤ʹ͸҆୐࢈ۀͷ૯आೖۚͷ͏ͪ 13.4%(679
ԯԁ)ɺ҆୐ΞϝϦΧͰ͸ 10.9%(5,100 ສυϧ)ͱҎલʹൺ΂ͯ௿͘ͳ͍ͬͯͨʯͱهࡌ͞Ε͍ͯΔɻ 
 
ܦҢ 
1975 ೥ 9 ݄Լ० ҆୐ΞϝϦΧͷ NRC ʹର͢Δ࠴ݖͷয͛෇͖൑໌ 
1975 ೥ 12 ݄ 18 ೔ ATC ͕ઃཱ͞Εɺ҆୐ΞϝϦΧ͔Β NRC ؔ࿈࠴ݖͷҠߦ 
1976 ೥ 1 ݄ 12 ೔ ҏ౻஧঎ࣄͱ҆୐࢈ۀ͕શ໘తͳۀ຿ఏܞʹೖΔ͜ͱΛൃද 
1976 ೥ 12 ݄ 29 ೔ ҏ౻஧঎ࣄͱͷ߹ซ֮ॻௐҹ 
1977 ೥ 10 ݄ 1 ೔ ҏ౻஧঎ࣄͱͷਖ਼ࣜ߹ซ 
 
 
G2.  δϟύϯϥΠϯʢ86 ೥ 12 ݄ɺ࠴ݖ์غ߹ҙɻ87 ೥ 3 ݄ظɺ࠴຿໔আӹܭ্ɻ࠴ݖ์غ૯ֹ 16,000 ඦສԁʣ 
  ڵۜ 
ʢMBɾओྗʣ 

























̍ɽ࠴ݖ์غʹΑΔ 16,000 ඦສԁʢ87 ೥ 3 ݄ظʣͷ࠴຿໔আӹ͕ɺδϟύϯϥΠϯ୯ମͷଛӹܭࢉॻʹಛผརӹͱ͠
ͯܭ্͞Ε͍ͯΔɻදதͷ࠴຿໔আ૯ֹ͓Αͼ֤ۚ༥ػؔͷෛ୲಺༁ʹ͍ͭͯ͸ɺ೔ຊڵۀۜߦͷܾࢉൃදʢ೔ܦ৽ฉ
87 ೥ 5 ݄ 30 ೔෇ேץᶃʣʹڌΔɻ86 ೥ 11 ݄Լ०࣌఺ͰɺδϟύϯϥΠϯ͕ۚ༥ࢧԉΛཁ੥ͨ͠ͷ͸ɺڵۜͷଞʹɺ
։ۜʢ86 ೥ 3 ݄ظ༥ࢿ࢒ߴ 32,849 ඦສԁʣ ɺ௕ۜʢಉ 4,973 ඦສԁɾڵۜʹ͍࣍Ͱ༥ࢿॱҐ 2 Ґʣ ɺ෋࢜ۜߦʢಉ 2,426
ඦສԁɾಉ 3 ҐʣͳͲɻ 
̎ɽ༥ࢿ࢒ߴ͸δϟύϯϥΠϯ୯ମͷ୹ظआೖۚͱ௕ظआೖۚͷ߹ܭɻۚ༥ػؔผͷ಺༁͸ɺاۀܥྻ૯ཡʢ86 ೥ 3 ݄
ظ͓Αͼ 87 ೥ 3 ݄ظʣʹڌΔɻ࿈݁ࡒ຿ॾද্ͷ୹ظआೖۚͱ௕ظआೖۚͷ߹ܭ͸ɺ181,719 ඦສԁʢ86 ೥ 3 ݄ظʣ ɺ
205,359 ඦສԁʢ87 ೥ 3 ݄ظʣ ɻ೔ܦ৽ฉใಓʹΑΔͱɺڵۜͷδϟύϯϥΠϯάϧʔϓશମʹର͢Δ༥ࢿ࢒ߴ͸໿
200,000 ඦສԁɺ͜ͷ͏ͪ 96 ೥ 3 ݄ظ·Ͱʹ໿ 90,000 ඦສԁ෼Λି౗Ҿ౰ۚͰؒ઀ঈ٫͠ʢ೔ܦ৽ฉ 86 ೥ 12 ݄ 16
೔෇ேץᶃʣ ɺ97 ೥ 3 ݄ظܾࢉʹ͓͍ͯɺ࠴ݖ์غ 15,000 ඦສԁΛؚΊͯ 68,000 ඦສԁΛঈ٫ʢ೔ܦ৽ฉ 87 ೥ 5 ݄
30 ೔෇ேץᶃʣ ɻ 
 
ܦҢ 
1989 ೥ 6 ݄ ڵۜͷ஥հʹΑΓɺࢁԼ৽೔ຊؿધͱ߹ซɻφϏοΫεϥΠϯઃཱɻ 
1999 ೥ φϏοΫεϥΠϯ͕େࡕ঎ધࡾҪધഫͱ߹ซɻ঎ધࡾҪͱͳΔɻ 
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G3.  ෋࢜ڵ࢈ʢ91 ೥ 12 ݄ɺ࠴ݖ์غ߹ҙɻ࠴ݖ์غ૯ֹ 16,000 ඦສԁʣ 




































຿໔আ૯ֹ͓Αͼ֤ۚ༥ػؔͷෛ୲಺༁ʹ͍ͭͯ͸ɺ ৽ฉใಓ ʢ೔ܦ৽ฉ 91 ೥ 12 ݄ 17 ೔෇ேץᶃᶉʣ ɺ ౦ژۜൃද ʢ೔
ܦ৽ฉ 92 ೥ 10 ݄ 1 ೔෇ேץᶉʣʹڌΔɻ෋࢜ڵ࢈άϧʔϓͱͷऔҾۜߦ͸ 17 ߦɺ࠴ݖ์غΛෛ୲͢Δͷ͸౦ۜɾڵ
ۜɾ೔࠴ۜɾେ࿨ۜͷ 4 ߦɻ 
̎ɽ༥ࢿ࢒ߴ͸෋࢜ڵ࢈୯ମͷ୹ظआೖۚͱ௕ظआೖۚͷ߹ܭɻۚ༥ػؔผͷ಺༁͸ɺاۀܥྻ૯ཡʢ91 ೥ 3 ݄ظ͓Α
ͼ 92 ೥ 3 ݄ظʣʹڌΔɻ࠴ݖ์غલͷ 91 ೥ 3 ݄ظͷͦͷଞओྗߦͷ༥ࢿ࢒ߴ͸ɺڵۜ 6,956 ඦສԁʢ༥ࢿॱҐ 2 Ґʣ ɺ
೔࠴ۜ 5,906 ඦສԁʢಉ 3 Ґʣ ɺେ࿨ۜ 5,062 ඦສԁʢಉ 4 Ґʣ ɻ৽ฉใಓʹΑΔͱɺۜߦ 17 ߦ߹ܭͷ෋࢜ڵ࢈άϧʔ
ϓʹର͢Δ༥ࢿ૯ֹ͸ 91 ೥ 9 ݄຤࣌఺Ͱ໿ 100,000 ඦສԁɺ͜ͷ͏ͪ໿ 80,000 ඦສԁ͕౦ژۜʢ೔ܦ৽ฉ 91 ೥ 12
݄ 17 ೔෇ேץᶃʣ ɻ 
 
ܦҢ 
1991 ೥ 12 ݄ ࡾඛੴ༉ʹΑΔࢿຊࢀՃʢ3,000 ඦສԁͷୈࡾऀׂ౰૿ࢿͷҾडɾग़ࢿൺ཰໿ 7ˋʣͱࣾ௕೿ݣʹΑΔࡾ
ඛੴ༉ࡿԼೖΓɻ 
 
























A1 ੨໦ݐઃ ݐઃۀ 99೥3݄ظ 332,886 200,900 ͋͞ͻۜ 39% 28% ڵۜ 39% 27%
A2 ৩࢈ॅ୐૬ޓ ݐઃۀ 99೥3݄ظ 87,272 65,656 ࡾ࿨ۜ 92% 54% ͘͞Βۜ 8% 19%
A3 ϑδλ ݐઃۀ 99೥3݄ظ 407,484 120,000 ͘͞Βۜ 52% 19% ౦ւۜ 35% 16%
B1 ౻࿨ෆಈ࢈ᶃ ෆಈ࢈ۀ 99೥3݄ظ 477,409 237,100 ౦ւۜ 77% 39% ॅ༑৴ n.a. 7%
A4 ࠤ౻޻ۀ ݐઃۀ 99೥3݄ظ 370,045 110,911 ୈҰקۜ 50% 31% ๺཮ۜ 25% 17%
A5 ௕୩޻ίʔϙ
Ϩʔγϣϯᶃ ݐઃۀ 00೥3݄ظ 358,647 354,590 େ࿨ۜ 21% 15% தԝࡾҪ
ۜ 17% 12%
E1 தԝ൘ࢴ ੡଄ۀ
ʢύϧϓࢴʣ 00೥3݄ظ 24,557 7,769 े࿡ۜ 73% 27% ೔࠴ۜ n.a. 13%
D1 ݉দ Էചۀ 00೥3݄ظ 476,626 155,000 ౦ژࡾඛ
ۜ 77% 19% ೶ྛதۚ 8% 13%
D2 τʔϝϯᶃ Էചۀ 00೥3݄ظ 974,375 219,000 ౦ւۜ 77% 13% ͘͞Βۜ 8% 8%
A6 ϋβϚ ݐઃۀ 01೥3݄ظ 344,172 104,990 ୈҰקۜ 47% 31% ࡾඛ৴ 33% 24%
A7 େ຤ݐઃ ݐઃۀ 01೥3݄ظ 102,951 70,472 ࡾ࿨ۜ 89% 61% ॅ༑ۜ 1% 10%
A8 ۽୩૊ᶃ ݐઃۀ 01೥3݄ظ 879,700 430,000 ॅ༑ۜ 60% 45% ৽ੜۜ 24% 17%
A9 ࡾҪݐઃ ݐઃۀ 01೥3݄ظ 315,745 141,967 ͘͞Βۜ 62% 35% தԝࡾҪ
৴ 19% 16%
C1 μΠΤʔᶃ খചۀ 03೥2݄ظ 862,791
400,000
(230,000)
UFJۜ 50% 41% Έͣ΄
ίʔϙۜ 25% 22%
C2 ˑؠా԰ খചۀ 03೥2݄ظ 70,920
29,000
(1,000)
Έͣ΄ۜ 50% 24% ෱Ԭۜ 39% 18%
A10 ௕୩޻ίʔϙ




৴ 35% 15% Γͦͳۜ 36% 14%








Έͣ΄ۜ 81% 52% UFJۜ n.a. 15%
B2 େژᶃ ෆಈ࢈ۀ 03೥3݄ظ 1,006,356
470,000
(60,000)
UFJۜ 75% 55% Έͣ΄
ίʔϙۜ 9% 15%
A12 ॅ༑ݐઃ ݐઃۀ 03೥3݄ظ 219,021 30,000 ࡾҪॅ༑
















͋͞ͻۜ 100% 43% தԝࡾҪ
৴ 0% 7%
B3 ౻࿨ෆಈ࢈ᶄ ෆಈ࢈ۀ 03೥3݄ظ 405,522
229,728
(29,600)
UFJۜ 81% 58% ৽ੜۜ 0% 8%
A13 ৽Ҫ૊ ݐઃۀ 02೥12݄ظ 103,187 65,520 ࡾҪॅ༑








ϙۜ 80% 51% UFJۜ n.a. 14%
C3 ˑ੢෢ඦ՟ళ খചۀ 04೥2݄ظ 284,000 211,044 Έͣ΄ίʔ
ϙۜ 64% 35% ৽ੜۜ 3% 9%
D3 ௏ཧ
̑ Էചۀ 03೥3݄ظ 118,284 7,500 Έͣ΄ίʔ
ϙۜ 67% 22% UFJۜ 33% 17%
D4 τʔϝϯᶄ Էചۀ 03೥3݄ظ 749,317 110,000 UFJۜ 100% 17% ࡾҪॅ༑
ۜ 0% 9%






























A15 ۽୩૊ᶄ ݐઃۀ 04೥3݄ظ 497,529 268,400 ࡾҪॅ༑
ۜ 95% 71% ॅ༑৴ 2% 5%









ϙۜ 63% 40% Γͦͳۜ 19% 19%
A17 ࡾฏݐઃ ݐઃۀ 04೥3݄ظ 36,325
26,724
(3,000)
Γͦͳۜ 100% 84% ঎޻தۚ 0% 3%
A18 φΧϊίʔϙ
Ϩʔγϣϯ ݐઃۀ 04೥3݄ظ 32,739 10,500 ౦ژࡾඛ
ۜ 79% 55% ࡾඛ৴ 21% 24%
C4 ླ୮ খചۀ 04೥2݄ظ 19,041 5,435 UFJۜ 100% 81% ౦ژࡾඛ
ۜ 0% 6%








ۜ 69% 13% ࡾඛ৴ 31% 4%







දɽʢଓ͖ʣNo. ձ໊ࣾ ۀछ ࠴ݖ์غҎ߱ͷओͳܦҢ
A1 ੨໦ݐઃ ݐઃۀ 2001೥12݄ɺຽࣄ࠶ੜ๏ద༻ਃ੥























A13 ৽Ҫ૊ ݐઃۀ 2002೥12݄ɺߵ஑૊ͱͷࢿຊఏܞٴͼۀ຿ఏܞ
A14 ඈౡݐઃ ݐઃۀ 2003೥4݄ɺඈౡݐઃͱͷ߹ซ༧ఆ
















C4 ླ୮ খചۀ 2004೥2݄ɺϢχʔͷ࿈݁ࢠձࣾԽ
D1 ݉দ Էചۀ
D2,D4 τʔϝϯ Էചۀ 2003೥3݄ɺओྗߦͱ2ճ໨ͷ࠴ݖ์غ߹ҙɺ๛ా௨঎ͱͷ౷߹ܭըΛൃද











E8 ࡾඛࣗಈं޻ۀ ੡଄ۀ 2005೥3݄ɺࡾඛάϧʔϓʹΑΔୈࡾऀׂ౰૿ࢿͷҾड
ग़ॴɿ֤اۀͷχϡʔεϦϦʔε͓Αͼ৽ฉใಓ


















A1 ੨໦ݐઃ ݐઃۀ 99೥3݄ظ 332,886 335,535 -32,554 0.99 -9.0%
A2 ৩࢈ॅ୐૬ޓ ݐઃۀ 99೥3݄ظ 87,272 127,328 -5,994 0.69 -4.7%
A3 ϑδλ ݐઃۀ 99೥3݄ظ 407,484 695,764 2,009 0.59 0.3%
A4 ࠤ౻޻ۀ ݐઃۀ 99೥3݄ظ 370,045 569,257 1,002 0.65 0.2%
A5,A10 ௕୩޻ίʔϙϨʔ
γϣϯ ݐઃۀ 00೥3݄ظ 358,647 385,954 -17,286 0.93 -4.5%
A6 ϋβϚ ݐઃۀ 01೥3݄ظ 344,172 472,307 -32,046 0.73 -6.8%
A7 େ຤ݐઃ ݐઃۀ 01೥3݄ظ 102,951 166,415 -11,680 0.62 -7.0%
A8,A15 ۽୩૊ ݐઃۀ 01೥3݄ظ 879,700 868,324 -71,153 1.01 -8.2%
A9 ࡾҪݐઃ ݐઃۀ 01೥3݄ظ 315,745 424,490 -13,745 0.74 -3.2%
A11,F9 ϛαϫϗʔϜ ݐઃۀ 02೥3݄ظ 193,595 237,165 2,103 0.82 0.9%
A12 ॅ༑ݐઃ ݐઃۀ 03೥3݄ظ 219,021 280,992 -25,348 0.78 -9.0%
A13 ৽Ҫ૊ ݐઃۀ 02೥12݄ظ 103,187 137,894 -3,517 0.75 -2.6%
A14 ඈౡݐઃ
̍ ݐઃۀ (04೥3݄ظ) 101,799 276,768 -14,082 0.37 -5.1%
A16 ౦༸ݐઃ ݐઃۀ 04೥3݄ظ 105,395 207,944 -8,988 0.51 -4.3%
A17 ࡾฏݐઃ ݐઃۀ 04೥3݄ظ 36,325 58,956 -742 0.62 -1.3%
A18 φΧϊίʔϙϨʔ
γϣϯ ݐઃۀ 04೥3݄ظ 32,739 58,980 -124 0.56 -0.2%
A19 ࠤాݐઃ ݐઃۀ 04೥3݄ظ 37,364 51,393 -7,537 0.73 -14.7%
B1,B3 ౻࿨ෆಈ࢈ ෆಈ࢈ۀ 99೥3݄ظ 477,409 175,048 -1,246 2.73 -0.7%
B2,F7 େژ
̍ ෆಈ࢈ۀ 03೥3݄ظ 1,006,356 382,303 2,500 2.63 0.7%
C1,F8 μΠΤʔ
̍ খചۀ 03೥2݄ظ 862,791 2,176,011 -63,344 0.40 -2.9%
C2 ˑؠా԰
̍ খചۀ 03೥2݄ظ 70,920 87,728 -3,705 0.81 -4.2%
C3 ˑ੢෢ඦ՟ళ
̍ খചۀ 04೥2݄ظ 284,000 566,775 -3,409 0.50 -0.6%
C4 ླ୮ খചۀ 04೥2݄ظ 19,041 35,881 -2,636 0.53 -7.3%
D1 ݉দ Էചۀ 00೥3݄ظ 476,626 2,479,715 -23,276 0.19 -0.9%
D2,D4 τʔϝϯ Էചۀ 00೥3݄ظ 974,375 4,309,647 -3,837 0.23 -0.1%
D3 ௏ཧ Էചۀ 03೥3݄ظ 118,284 437,562 -4,212 0.27 -1.0%
D5 ૒೔ʢ೔঎ؠҪʣ Էചۀ 05೥3݄ظ 761,722 2,929,923 -31,725 0.26 -1.1%
D5 ૒೔ʢχνϝϯʣ Էചۀ 05೥3݄ظ 483,679 1,346,287 -22,303 0.36 -1.7%
E1 தԝ൘ࢴ ੡଄ۀ 00೥3݄ظ 24,557 19,767 -10,743 1.24 -54.3%
E2 ˑ౦༸γϠολʔ ੡଄ۀ 03೥3݄ظ 16,077 23,274 -6,098 0.69 -26.2%
E3 ઇҹೕۀ ੡଄ۀ 03೥3݄ظ 134,877 423,106 -49,005 0.32 -11.6%
E4 ͍͢ʎࣗಈं ੡଄ۀ ʢ03೥3݄ظʣ 267,415 809,306 -72,674 0.33 -9.0%
E5 έϯ΢ου ੡଄ۀ ʢ03೥3݄ظʣ 81,649 227,580 -13,278 0.36 -5.8%
E6 ˑ೔ຊ໶ۚ޻ۀ ੡଄ۀ 03೥3݄ظ 96,897 71,581 -3,147 1.35 -4.4%
E7 ೔࢈σΟʔθϧ ੡଄ۀ (04೥3݄ظ) 238,286 267,713 -1,342 0.89 -0.5%


















A1 ੨໦ݐઃ 99೥3݄ظ -303,077 138 152 145** 0.0%
A2 ৩࢈ॅ୐૬ޓ 99೥3݄ظ -77,149 236 -1,791 -778 -0.8%
A3 ϑδλ 99೥3݄ظ -257,243 268 -2,840 -1,286 -0.1%
A4 ࠤ౻޻ۀ 99೥3݄ظ -151,551 -15,142 4,973 -5,085 -0.6%
A5 ௕୩޻ίʔϙϨʔγϣϯᶃ 00೥3݄ظ -187,611 -184,868 -161,042 -172,955 -24.2%
A10 ௕୩޻ίʔϙϨʔγϣϯᶄ ʢ03೥3݄ظʣ 4,028 8,944 -70,556 -30,806 -7.9%
A6 ϋβϚ 01೥3݄ظ -108,528 -1,835 -128,326 -65,081 -9.3%
A7 େ຤ݐઃ 01೥3݄ظ -75,048 -935 -1,318 -1,127 -0.6%
A8 ۽୩૊ᶃ 01೥3݄ظ -582,750 2,008 -320,465 -159,229 -14.6%
A15 ۽୩૊ᶄ
̏ 04೥3݄ظ -320,465 15,332 5,174 10,253** 3.9%
A9 ࡾҪݐઃ 01೥3݄ظ -168,856 235 -1,955 -860 -0.1%
A11 ϛαϫϗʔϜ
̍ 02೥3݄ظ -53,661 2,652 -128,766 -63,057 -7.7%
A12 ॅ༑ݐઃ
̎ 03೥3݄ظ -49,552 -70,737 -258,485 -164,611 -33.9%
A13 ৽Ҫ૊ 02೥11݄ظ -75,565 410 162 286** 0.3%
A14 ඈౡݐઃ
̏ (04೥3݄ظ) -31,082 1,175 -6,766 -5,591 -1.5%
A16 ౦༸ݐઃ 04೥3݄ظ -33,308 2,137 06೥3݄ظ N.A. N.A.
A17 ࡾฏݐઃ 04೥3݄ظ -32,480 247 06೥3݄ظ N.A. N.A.
A18 φΧϊίʔϙϨʔγϣϯ 04೥3݄ظ -14,381 1,382 06೥3݄ظ N.A. N.A.
A19 ࠤాݐઃ 04೥3݄ظ -21,868 478 06೥3݄ظ N.A. N.A.
B1 ౻࿨ෆಈ࢈ᶃ 99೥3݄ظ -258,578 -9,773 315 -4,729 -1.7%
B3 ౻࿨ෆಈ࢈ᶄ 03೥3݄ظ -272,159 5,197 -35,952 -15,377 -3.0%
B2 େژᶃ
̏ 03೥3݄ظ -478,417 -1,807 6,036 2,115 0.3%
C1 μΠΤʔ
̏ 03೥2݄ظ -458,209 -69,972 14,580 -27,696 -0.9%
C2 ؠా԰
̏ 03೥2݄ظ -24,269 -584 1,929 673 0.3%
C3 ੢෢ඦ՟ళ
̏ 04೥2݄ظ -247,833 -37,143 6,034 -15,554 -3.0%
C4 ླ୮ 04೥2݄ظ -12,446 476 06೥3݄ظ N.A. N.A.
D1 ݉দ 00೥3݄ظ -160,609 2,293 5,091 3,692** 0.3%
D2 τʔϝϯᶃ 00೥3݄ظ -326,462 13,409 4,388 8,899** 0.2%
D3 τʔϝϯᶄ 03೥3݄ظ -156,124 1,130 4,467 2,798** 0.2%
D4 ௏ཧ 03೥3݄ظ -26,941 664 2,644 1,654** 0.6%
D5 ૒೔ 05೥3݄ظ -563,141 06೥3݄ظ 07೥3݄ظ N.A. N.A.
E1 தԝ൘ࢴ 00೥3݄ظ 11,562 114 Ԧࢠ੡ࢴʹΑΔ
׬શࢠձࣾԽ N.A. N.A.
E2 ౦༸γϠολʔ 03೥3݄ظ -11,301 767 819 793** 4.0%
E3 ઇҹೕۀ 03೥3݄ظ -47,923 2,720 7,151 4,935** 3.6%
E4 ͍͢ʎࣗಈं (03೥3݄ظ) -189,447 38,857 27,019 32,938** 3.7%
E5 έϯ΢ου (03೥3݄ظ) 4,236 5,036 4,708 4,872** 3.8%
E6 ˑ೔ຊ໶ۚ޻ۀ 03೥3݄ظ -69,785 4,667 16,185 10,426** 10.0%
E7 ೔࢈σΟʔθϧ ʢ04೥3݄ظʣ -42,698 17,817 06೥3݄ظ N.A. N.A.





























































































































17,449** 16,187 15,590 597 ͋Γ
μΠΞݐઃ Γͦͳۜߦ 20030930 20050810 193,998 18,397
9,476
(52%)





























Γͦͳۜߦ 20031201 20041110 3,616 2,243
2,176
(97%)








658** 0 0 0 ͳ͠
ീਆ঎ࣄ े࿡ۜߦ 20031201 20050131 5,892 3,389
276
(8%)












ߦ 20040227 20041217 19,636 3,828
2,533
(66%)









56,736* 66,543 56,543 10,000 ͋Γ
ϑϨοΫ ઍ༿ۜߦ 20040625 20040831 9,968 2,182
926
(42%)








5,041** 5,039 5,030 9 ͋Γ





214* 850 0 850 ͋Γ
ϑΣχοΫε ࡾҪॅ༑ۜ
ߦ 20041005 20051227 12,799 3,434
1,351
(39%)







853** 0 0 0 ͳ͠
হ࿈ ๺ւಓۜߦ 20041117 20050114 6,363 186
106
(57%)
80** 77 77 0 ͳ͠
େژ 6'+ۜߦ 20041126 20050408 484,300 84,771
56,588
(67%)










7,668** 6,722 6,722 0 ͳ͠
ۄ໺૯߹ί
ϯαϧλϯτ 6'+ۜߦ 20050214 20050531 22,402 3,217
890
(28%)




UFJۜߦ 20050325 20060331 294,152 43,411
14,274
(33%)






































ϯ Γͦͳۜߦ 20050228 20050228
ങऔͳ͠
6,792 ങऔͳ͠ ͳ͠





1,400** 0 0 0 ͳ͠
Ԟ೔ޫখ੢











































































G1 ҆୐࢈ۀ Էചۀ ʢ77೥9݄ظʣ 400,730 200,000 ॅ༑ۜ 57% 16% ڠ࿨ۜ 22% 10%
G2 δϟύϯϥΠϯ ӡ༌ۀ 87೥3݄ظ 89,598 16,000 ڵۜ 94% 24% ௕ۜ n.a. 6%
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